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Abstract
This report describes a case study where a multi criteria decision model is used to
make decisions regarding asset interventions for four social housing complexes,
similar in terms of issues and possible interventions, at Christchurch City Council.
The value judgements from the decision makers and their advisors that were necessary
for creating the decision model were elicited through three workshops; selecting
aspects, weighting and rating and lastly reviewing the output. An analysis performed
shows that the decision model is logically consistent and does not suffer from the rank
reversal phenomenon. The validation of the model also included creating four
individual decision models, one for each social housing complex, comparing the
results of applying the joint model and the individual models, and revisiting and
reconsidering the value judgments made in the different models when discrepancies
were found. This included utility difference analysis and asking trade-off questions to
the decision makers. Part of the validation was also to get acceptance of the output of
the joint model from the social housing team. Applying the decision model on the
four social housing complexes and receiving an output which is accepted by the social
housing team suggests that the aggregated model can be used for future decision
problems of the same kind, provided that they are within the set level ranges of the
aspects. Since the decision model is transparent in terms of which values or priorities
have been applied and which prerequisites must be met in order to apply the model
to future decisions, it is possible to use the decision model as a ‘live model’ with
adjustment being made to it when required.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Context

The public sector faces many multi-criteria decisions due to the nature of the
organisations. The public sector in New Zealand needs to operate in a business-like
manner (Local Government Act, 2002, Section 14.1.f), however also needs to
consider its impact on society and the environment (Local Government Act, 2002,
Section 14.1.h.i-iii).
In Christchurch, New Zealand, the City Council provides over 2,000 social housing
units. These are regularly featured in the press in a negative light and there is often
public debate regarding the state of the social housing complexes in New Zealand.
The city as a whole has near 150,000 dwellings in total and thus the City Council
provides 1.3% of total dwellings. The City Council represents 6.5% of the total rental
market and 28% of the social housing market in Christchurch.
Rents below market levels, a large proportion of deferred maintenance, the presence
of asbestos, cold and damp units and numerous other issues are currently forcing many
hard decisions for the local government body in regards to its social housing portfolio.
The social housing units were also badly affected by the 2011 earthquakes which
reached 6.2 Mw and resulted in 2,000 casualties. The earthquakes left 100,000 homes
needing repairs and 10,000 requiring to be rebuilt.
The nature of the asset intervention decisions for the social housing complexes at the
City Council all tend to focus around five main types of intervention: do nothing,
minimal refurbishment/repair (low), complete refurbishment/repair (high),
demolish and rebuild or demolish and find an alternative use for the site. The rebuild
can be done by building what is referred to as standard housing units or HomeStar6
housing units. These definitions are described further in section 5.1. The
refurbish/repair options can also include a medium option which sits between the low
and high options.
The issues leading to a decision having to be made tend to be similar (weathertightness and structural issues). Most of the buildings are high risk for the presence of
asbestos and there is a risk that further issues will be found during the repair work
which will increase the cost. These issues include, but are not limited to, asbestos
related issues. It is believed that the aspects considered for the decision problems
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would also be the same for all decisions of this kind. A decision tree visualising the
common decision problem is presented in Figure 1.1

Figure 1. Social Housing Asset Intervention Decision Tree Example

The current decision process of reviewing reports and discussing the preferred option
leads to duplication of discussions each time a report is presented and is very time
consuming. It would be beneficial to the decision makers and the organisation if a
multi-criteria decision model could be created which could be repeatable for all or
most asset intervention decisions for social housing complexes. This would mean the
decision makers decide on aspects and undertake weighting and rating only once and
that this model is then applied to future decision problems of the same kind.

PrecisionTree, version 7.6, software from Palisade was used to construct the decision trees
in all of the decision models
1
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Considering the decision problems are very similar both in aspects and options there
is a possibility to standardise a decision model which can be used for all asset
intervention decisions of this type. If this is to be done, it is very important to pay
close attention to the relative ranges of the consequence ratings in each attribute
(Keeney & von Winterfeldt 2007, p 245). This means that the options and their
consequence ratings must be known when constructing the model. The reason for
this is that it is important that weights are not assigned to objectives and attributes
themselves as this can lead to significant bias (Keeney & von Winterfeldt 2007, p
245). The similarity between complexes, their issues and the options suggest that
creating such a range is possible.
Creating a standardised decision model would mean Councillors need to put in time
up front when creating the model, however should reduce time spent for each
complex moving forward.
1.2

Aim & Objective

The aim of this thesis is to undertake a case study where a multi criteria decision model
is used to make decisions regarding asset interventions for four social housing
complexes at Christchurch City Council which are similar in terms of issues and
options to correct the issues. The multi criteria decision model is referred to in the
thesis as an aggregated model as it combines the outcomes for all four social housing
complexes in one decision model. Individual multi criteria decision models, one for
each social housing complex, are also created in order to compare the results of the
individual and aggregated model and thus validate the output of such a model.
The aggregated model should also be transparent in terms of which values or priorities
have been applied and which prerequisites must be met in order to apply the model
to future decisions. Further the model and its output is evaluated in terms of its
applicability. The applicability will be explored by discussing the following:
 Logical consistency
 Rank reversal
 Comparison of the aggregated model to models created for each of the four
individual social housing complexes
 The decision makers’ acceptance of output
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2 Theoretic Framework
This section covers the theoretic framework for multi-criteria decision models as well
as an overview of the swing-weight model.
2.1

Overview of Multi-Criteria Decision Models

Four broad sources of difficulty commonly appear in decision problems. These are
complexity, uncertainty, multiple objectives and competing viewpoints. Decision
analysis can help with all four (Clemen & Reilly 2014, p 3). Multi-criteria decision
models are models which deal with conflicting objectives within a decision problem
(Clemen & Reilly 2014, p 717). Multi-criteria decision models typically follow a
similar process as the one presented by Herath & Prato (2016, p 5);
1. Define objectives
2. Select aspects
3. Specify alternatives
4. Select the scale which the aspects will be measured on and assign the rating
5. Assign weights to the aspects
6. Select and apply a mathematical algorithm for ranking alternatives
7. Choose an alternative
2.2

Involving the Decision Makers

Keeney & von Winterfeldt (2007, p 246 & 248) highlight the importance of involving
the decision makers in the creation of the value model (selecting attributes and
weighting and rating these), however they acknowledge the difficulty of doing this
due to decision makers’ limited time and sometimes a lack of understanding of the
importance. The involvement is important as it increases the interest in the result of
the analysis and their willingness to act on them.
Keeney & von Winterfeldt (2007, p 246) have found that pointing out inconsistencies
in values that the decision makers consider important gives them an understanding of
the value of clarifying their values. This has shown to increase their willingness to
participate.
2.3

Selecting Aspects

An important task in constructing a multi-criteria decision model is to choose
appropriate aspects to quantitatively reflect the decision makers’ objectives (as per
item 2 in the list presented in section 2.1) (Wang & Bier 2015, p124), although
4

depending on the decision problem qualitative measures may be sufficient (Hammond
et al 1999, p 68). Selecting an appropriate set of aspects requires effort and as
mentioned above it is important that the decision makers are involved in this process.
In the public sector aspects could be, but are not limited to, cost, socioeconomic
impact, impact on the natural environment, health and safety and political
consequences (Keeney & von Winterfeldt 2007, p 247).
2.4

Rating & Weighting

Keeney & von Winterfeldt (2007, p 245) describe the consequence ratings as
reflecting the value levels of each aspect, independent of weighting (as per item 4 in
the list presented in section 2.1). The weights are then assigned (as per item 5),
however these should pay close attention to the relative ranges of the consequence
ratings in each aspect.
2.4.1 Rating
Rating consists of choosing, for each aspect, appropriate scales for (i) measuring each
consequence in descriptive terms, and (ii) measuring each consequence in normative
terms, i.e. measuring the utility of different levels of the descriptive measure. In both
cases, this involves determining the appropriate scale type.
To measure consequences in descriptive terms (i), a scale must first be selected or
created for each aspect, which includes determining the appropriate scale type.
Where there is no natural scale it is possible to construct an attribute scale for
measuring achievement of the objective. Clemen & Reilly (2014, p 85) suggest a
proxy scale could be used when there is no natural scale at hand and in their book
discuss a few suggestions of such scales.
For measuring consequences in normative terms (ii), Keeney & von Winterfeldt
(2007, p 245) suggest a model where the consequences for each aspect, as per the
options, are rated by first defining the best and worse consequence and assigning them
0 and 100 respectively. All other consequences can then be rated between these
numbers, reflecting the preference of the decision maker. Different scales than the
one presented here by Keeney & von Winterfeldt can be used when rating. Hammond
et al (1999, p 75) suggest different options of rating in the book Smart Choices. It can
be noted that employing a multi-criteria decision model that is based on the principle
of maximizing the expected utility requires no more than utility being measured on
an interval scale. The choice of 0 to 100 by Keeney & von Winterfeldt (2007, p 245)
is arbitrary as long as we are measuring utility on an interval scale.
It may be appropriate to apply proportional scoring to consequences within some
attributes. One such attribute could be cost. The rating of the cost attribute can, if
considered appropriate by the decision maker, be scored proportionally in the range
5

of consequences. This would mean that the highest cost gets assigned 0 and the lowest
cost 100. A cost that is half-way between the highest and lowest would get a score of
50, one which is 25% of the highest would get a score of 75, and so on (Clemen &
Reilly 2014, p 144).
2.4.2 Weighting
In order to reflect relative importance of ranges of the attributes weights need to be
assigned (Clemen & Reilly 2014, p 144). Weights can be assessed for either units or
ranges of the aspect. Keeney & von Winterfeldt (2007, p 245) highlight the
importance of weights not being assigned to objectives and aspects themselves as this
can lead to significant biases. Keeney (1992, p 147) refers to doing this as the most
common critical mistake in decision making. The ratings of the aspects are scaled
relative to a given range in each aspect which forces a logical dependency of the
weights on the ranges of aspects; if an aspect range is reduced, the weight needs to be
reduced as well (von Winterfeldt 1999, p 137).
A so called swing-weight model can be used to reach conclusions regarding weighting
in a multi criteria decision model. The swing-weight model starts with the decision
maker considering a hypothetical consequence which comprises the worst levels on
all attributes for the options. They then rank the order of the preference of changing
the attributes to the best consequence available in the options. The ranking of these
hypothetical consequences can then be used to assign weightings by rating each
option. In the swing-weighting approach the importance is attached to ‘swinging’ the
attribute from its worst to its best level, not the attribute level itself (Clemen & Reilly
2014, p 731-732).
In multi-attribute decision models the value functions are normalised relative to the
best and worst outcomes. This means that the greater the range of outcomes, the
greater the weight for this attribute should be. An experiment conducted at Duke
University showed that assigning weights through the swing weight method displayed
statistically significant range sensitivity. For this reason the swing weight method was
used in this thesis in order to elicit weightings (Fischer 1995, p 252).
2.4.2.1 Example of a Swing-Weight Approach

This section provides an example of a swing-weight approach for a simplified problem
to showcase how a swing-weight model might be created.
The example is a decision problem regarding the purchase of a car and it has three
aspects; cost, safety and style. The options and outcomes are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Example of decision problem to be used in a swing-weight approach

Cost

Safety

Style

Car A

$50,000

Low

Low

Car B

$60,000

Medium

High

Car C

$65,000

High

Medium

As the swing-weight method swings the outcomes from their worst to their best the
swing would be set up as outlined in Table 2.
Table 2. Example of swing-weight approach

Cost

Safety

Style

c0

$65,000

Low

Low

c1

$50,000

Low

Low

c2

$65,000

High

Low

c3

$65,000

Low

High

The swing is a thought experiment with the benchmark option (c0) being the worst
outcome for all aspects and the remainder has one aspect changed from the worst to
its best outcome. This is what is referred to as the swing from worst to best, thereby
the name swing-weighting.
The decision makers are asked to rank the thought experiment options from best to
worst based on their preferences. The benchmark option (c0) should always be the
worst option considering it has the worst consequence for all aspects. The ranking
might look something like what is presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Example of swing-weight approach, ranking

Cost

Safety

Style

Rank

c1

$50,000

Low

Low

1

c3

$65,000

Low

High

2

c2

$65,000

High

Low

3

c0

$65,000

Low

Low

4
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In order to reach a weighting coefficient the decision makers then has to assign points
to the options. Using the method described in section 2.4.1 the decision makers will
assign the highest ranked option 100 points and the lowest (benchmark) zero points.
The other two consequences can then be rated between these numbers, reflecting the
preference of the decision maker. Depending on the utility differences between the
options the scoring might look different depending on the preferences of the decision
makers. If the decision maker values swinging from worst to best in the aspect of
‘style’ quite close to that of ‘cost’ whilst valuing ‘safety’ a lot less than ‘style’ the
scoring might look something like what is presented in Table 4. Utility differences are
described further in section 2.4.3.
Table 4. Example of swing-weight approach, scoring

Cost

Safety

Style

Rank

Score

c1

$50,000

Low

Low

1

100

c3

$65,000

Low

High

2

90

c2

$65,000

High

Low

3

20

c0

$65,000

Low

Low

4

0

The coefficient for each aspect would then be calculated as the proportion of the score
compared to the total sum of the scores. For example ’cost’, i.e. c1, would have a
coefficient of 0.476 as the proportion of 100 points compared to the total sum of 210
is 47.6%.
2.4.3 Utility Differences
It is important to ask trade-off questions when rating and weighting to ensure that
correct ratings and weights have indeed been assigned. This checks that the
implications of the weights are in line with the decision makers’ preferences (Keeney
& von Winterfeldt 2007, p 245-246) and reduces the risk of bias (von Winterfeldt
1999, p 137-138).
Trade-off questions can be asked regarding the utility differences within one aspect in
order to make intra-factorial comparisons. Utility differences are measured on a ratio
scale as opposed to utility itself which, as mentioned above, is measured on an interval
scale. An example of a trade-off question relating to utility differences is:
“This positioning would mean that it is more desirable to move from level B to level
A than it is to move from level D to level C in aspect xi. Are you happy with this
positioning?”
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The relationship described in the trade-off question above is visualised in the
aggregation tree in Figure 2. Aggregation trees can be used to visualise the
consequences within a decision problem in terms of their utility compared to other
consequences in the same decision problem (Odelstad 2017, p 54). In aggregation
trees x0 denotes the aggregated total utility.

Figure 2. Aggregation tree for visualisation of trade-off question for
intra-factorial comparisons

Trade-off questions can also be asked in relation to inter-factorial comparisons which
relates to the utility difference between two aspects. An example of an inter-factorial
trade-off question is:
“This positioning would mean that it is more desirable to move from level B to level
A in aspect xi than it is to move from level D to level C in aspect xii. Are you happy
with this positioning?”
The relationship described in the trade-off question above is visualised in the
aggregation tree in Figure 3.
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The following notation (slightly adapted from Odelstad, 2017, p 14) for utility
differences and their relationships will be used:
Δiυ (A, B) denotes the difference in utility ( v for ‘valuation’) from level A to level B in
aspect xi, with respect to the aggregated aspect x0.

Δiυ (C, D) ⊏ Δiυ (A, B) denotes that Δiυ (C, D) is smaller than Δiυ (A, B) with respect to
x0. This is the situation depicted in the aggregation tree in Figure 3. The symbols ≜
and ⊐ are used for the relations ‘equally big’ and ‘bigger than’, respectively.

Figure 3. Aggregation tree for visualisation of trade-off question for
inter-factorial comparisons

According to the aggregation tree in Figure 3Error! Reference source not
found., it holds that Δiiυ (C, D) ⊏ Δiυ (A, B), i.e. that Δiiυ (C, D) is smaller than Δiυ (A,
B) with respect to x0.
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2.4.4 Additive Utility Function
The weights elicited in the swing-weight exercise are used to calculate a weighted
average of the consequence ratings in order to get an overall score. Each
consequence’s rating is weighted and then all consequences for an alternative are
added together to give an overall score (Clemen & Reilly 2014, p 724 & 733). This
exercise relates to item 6 in the list presented in section 2.1. Equation 1 presents the
calculation of the total utility in the case of three aspects, where u is the rating and k
is the weight.

Equation 1. The additive utility function, three aspects

U(c) = k1*u1(c) + k2*u2(c) + k3*u3(c)

If the decision problem is a decision under risk this also needs to be accounted for in the
calculation of the expected utility. Each possible outcome of an alternative is then calculated as per the calculation above with the addition of the risk factor for each consequence
it is relevant for. The total score for each outcome can then be aggregated to the expected
total utility for the alternative (Clemen & Reilly 2014, p 727). Equation 2 presents the
calculation of an expected utility under risk, where ca,i denotes the ith consequence of alternative a and pa,i is its probability.

Equation 2. Expected utility for a decision under risk

EU(a) = pa,1*U(ca,1) + pa,2*U(ca,2) + pa,3*U(ca,3)

The expected utility for each alternative can then be compared, with the highest expected
utility being the preferred option (Clemen & Reilly 2014, p 727-278). This relates to item
7 in the list provided in section 2.1.
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3 Method
3.1

Scientific Approach

This study is based on a qualitative method using a case study to ascertain which
options are the preferred options in four decision problems. The decision problems
relate to asset intervention decisions for four social housing complexes at
Christchurch City Council.
In order to ascertain whether the model can be applied to all decision problems of a
similar nature the weighting and rating for all four decision problems was done
combined in an aggregated model and then all four of the problems were weighted
and rated individually using the same method. The output of the individual models
could then be compared to the output of the aggregated model in order to analyse the
ability of the aggregated model to be used for further decision problems of the same
kind. Should the individual models give a different preferred option to that of the
aggregated model an in-depth analysis will be required in order to establish what the
source of the differences are and what consequences these differences have on the
application of the model.
Individual models are the norm when creating decision models and the intention was
to compare this standard way to that of creating an aggregated model. In section 7
and 8 we can see that this might not have given the validation capability which was
originally intended.
3.2

Data Collection

The social housing team at Christchurch City Council had a list of four social housing
complexes where a decision needed to be made in regards to the asset intervention.
These are all similar in terms of options and consequences and were therefore used
for the case study.
Two workshops were carried out with the social housing team and one workshop with
the councillors. The councillors are the final decision makers and the housing team
are their advisors. Keeney & von Winterfeldt (2007, p 246 & 248) highlights the
importance of the decision makers taking part in the creation of the model for a
successful outcome and therefore the intention was for the councillors to be involved
in all three of the workshops. Due to unfortunate events out of their control other
issues took priority during the time of the scheduled workshops. This led to the
councillors only taking part in the first workshop and the social housing team in the
two following workshops.
The steps presented in section 2.1 were used when planning the workshops and other
work that was required to be carried out in order to create the model. The steps were
12

however not necessarily carried out in the specified order. This was due to time
constraints with the councillors and the social housing team and discussions they
needed to be involved in were required to be packaged up to fit in to the three
workshops.
In the first workshop the aspects to be used in the decision model were established
and agreed on, this relates to step 2 in section 2.1. Step 1 was not necessary to carry
out as the strategic vision of the social housing portfolio is outlined in the Social
Housing Strategy and is directly applicable to the decision problems. In the beginning
of the first workshop it was agreed that the strategy vision sufficiently covered the
overarching objectives. In the first workshop it was also discussed how the selected
aspects would be measured, i.e. the measure of descriptive aspects which have no
natural measure. This relates to part (i) of item 4 outlined in section 2.1 and further
discussed in section 2.4.1.
There were 5 out of 7 councillors present at the first workshop which took
approximately 2 hours to complete. It was facilitated by the author of this thesis and
the discussions were documented live throughout the workshop on the big screen so
that the councillors could agree or disagree with what was documented in real time.
The workshop was conducted as an open discussion regarding the aspects to consider
for the relevant decision problems.
Information was then collected in regards to the options and their consequences in
terms of the aspects and their measures which were established in the first workshop.
This information was collected through existing option investigation documentation
and through discussions with the social housing team and the project delivery team.
Most options have more than one possible consequence due to risk in regards to
further issues being discovered after work has started and the presence of asbestos. It
is worth noting that the process listed by Herath & Prato (2016, p 5) does not mention
the listing of consequences.
In the second workshop the social housing team members were able to decide how
differences between different options in the different aspects related to each other
(item 5 in section 2.1). This was done through weighting using the swing-weight
method. The consequences were also assigned ratings in this workshop. Assigning
ratings is part (ii) of item 4 of Herath & Prato’s (2016, p 5) process and was here
combined with item 5.
The social housing team was represented by the social housing manager and the
programme liaison officer which are the two staff members responsible for putting
forward recommendations in a report in the current decision making process. The
workshop took 2.5 hours. This was shorter than first thought was required due to the
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decrease in attendees at the workshop from 5-7 councillor to 2 social housing team
members.
The workshop was set up using print outs of the consequences to rate and the swing
weight model options, including benchmark, to weight. The attendees were first able
to rank the order of the options and rate these for weighting for the aggregated model
and then for each individual model after another. When complete they were allowed
to go back and make adjustments to the aggregated model based on new thoughts they
had along the way. The rating of the consequences within the aspects was done in the
same way at the end of the workshop. In all rating scenarios the workshop attendees
were asked trade-off questions in order to ensure that correct ratings and weights
have indeed been assigned in regards to the preferences of the decision makers. The
trade-off questions are described further in section 2.4.3.
Item 6 of applying the mathematical algorithm for ranking the alternatives was carried
out after the second workshop and before the third. In the third workshop the output
of the model was presented and discussed. The social housing team members were
able to reflect on the output in terms of how it reflected what they believed the best
option would be prior to seeing the results and if they would be comfortable making
a decision of the option to recommend in their report based on the output of the
model. The social housing team were also able to make changes to their prioritisation
based on their reflection. The new output was viewed in real time.
The third workshop relates to the last step in the suggested process, however a final
decision needs to be made at an official Council meeting and so only a suggestion of
chosen alternatives can be put forward through the workshop. The inclusion of the
decision outcome through an official Council meeting is outside of the scope of this
thesis.
The decision model will not treat the decision problems as linked decisions, however
it is worth noting that they ultimately will need to be considered alongside each other.
Any work carried out on the social housing complexes is self-funded through tenant
rents and do not receive any assistance from rates or other incomes and is not allowed
to run a deficit. A decision to spend money on one social housing complex therefore
impacts the ability to do so at another complex.
3.3

Visualisation of Decision Problems and Outputs

The findings of this thesis needed to be presented not only as an end product but as a
visualisation tool for decision makers to understand the effects of their choices
throughout the process. The author has chosen a number of ways to do this. Tables
have been used to present consequences for options. This is however not necessarily
the best way for a reader or a decision maker to consume the information.
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A thesis by Östberg (2017, p 4) presents the order of consequences within the
different attributes in aggregation trees from best to worst. This gives the reader a
good overview of the problem and the consequences related to it. Östberg (2017, p
4) however uses an interval scale for the aggregation trees where as in this thesis an
ordinal scale has been used to show the ranking of the consequences in the aggregation
trees. It is only in the aggregation trees that an ordinal scale has been used as the rating
later provides the interval scale for the consequences.
Any intervals of consequences were in this thesis presented in a table format which
was linked to a decision tree where the decision problem could easily be understood.
The interval, in the form of rating, together with the assigned weighting enabled the
decision tree to visualise the preferred option based on the additive utility function.
Tallroth & Wallin (2015, p 41) found that the use of decision trees as support in the
decision making process contributed to the ability to reflect on the different aspects
of a decision problem which was otherwise difficult, especially when the aspects and
uncertainties were plentiful.
3.4

Validation of Decision Model

As mentioned previously the model was assessed in terms of its applicability in regards
to the following aspects:
 Logical consistency
 Rank reversal
 Comparison to models created for each of the four individual social housing
complexes
 The decision makers’ acceptance of the output
3.4.1 Logical Consistency
Transitivity tests and the requirement of asymmetry are the basis of logical
consistency. The requirement of asymmetry means that we cannot have x being larger
than y at the same time as we have y being larger than x (Roberts 1979, p 102).
However, Coombs et al (1970, p 14) states that if this does not hold the attributes are
tied and should simply be assigned the same scale value. Negative transitivity and
transitivity tests the measurement in terms of their relationship in terms of several
attributes. For example if x is better than y and y is better than z then x has to be
better than z otherwise it is not transitive and cannot be measured (Coombs et al
1970, p 13). In the following, the relation ‘better than’ is denoted ≻.
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Equation 3. Transitivity

x≻y & y≻z then x≻z
To construct a scale the attributes need to be able to be measured as per above,
however the attributes (collection of objects, A) also need to be finite (or countable).
If this holds we can construct a scale and generate scale values. Using the example
above where z ≺ y ≺ x we can assign a utility scale in the range 0-2 such that u(z)=0,
u(y)=1 and u(x)=2 (Coombs et al 1970, p 14).
In workshop 2 the attendees were first asked to rank the consequences for an attribute
within a decision problem before assigning scores. Ranking instead of pairwise
comparison ensures there is logical consistency. It is not possible to rank consequences
that are not transitive, if choices are not transitive the attendees will not be able to
rank them. If the attendees are able to rank the consequences it therefore follows that
there is logical consistency.
In order for the models to show logical consistency between one another the choices
also need to be logical if they are compared. For example if in one decision problem
it is agreed that x≻y then it shall not be agreed that y≻x in another decision problem.
This needs to be true for all four decision problems as well as the aggregated model
in order for logical consistency to be fulfilled.
3.4.2 Rank Reversal
Rank reversal is when the relative rankings of two options can be reversed when one
or more alternatives are added to or deleted from the decision model. The Analytic
Hierarchy Process, a very popular multi-criteria decision making model, has been
widely criticised for its possible rank reversal phenomena. The Analytical Hierarchy
Process is not the only multi-criteria decision model to possess this issue. It occurs in
many other decision models such as the Borda-Kendall method for aggregating ordinal
preferences, the simple additive weighting method, the technique for order
preference by similarity to ideal solution method and the cross-efficiency evaluation
method (Wang & Luo 2009, p 1221).
The utility functions in this thesis are not established through normalisation with set
weight coefficients and therefore rank reversal is not something that will be an issue.
No rank reversal tests will be required to be undertaken due to the method’s approach
to rating and weighting.
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3.4.3 Comparison of the aggregated model to models created for each
of the four individual social housing complexes
Individual decision models were created for each of the four decision problems in
order to compare the results to the aggregated model. Should there be different
results with the aggregated and the individual model the reason for this needs to be
analysed and if possible any issues can be corrected. As mentioned in section 3.1
individual models are the norm when creating decision models and the intention was
to compare this standard way to that of creating an aggregated model. In section 7
and 8 we can see that this might not have given the validation capability which was
originally intended.
3.4.4 Acceptance of Output
In order for the model(s) to be considered successful the social housing team would
need to accept the output. By accepting the output they would agree that the first
ranked option should be the recommended option in their decision report to Council.
It is also desirable that the second ranked option would be accepted as a runner up in
case, for any reason, the first ranked option is no longer available to be carried out.
Should this not be the case further analysis will be required. The values which the
model is based on will need to be analysed to see if there are inconsistencies or if
judgements were made which are not in line with true preferences of the participants
of the workshops.
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4 Social Housing Asset Intervention Decisions at
Christchurch City Council
4.1

Decision Problems

The issues at the four complexes are similar and the common issues include structural
issues, water tightness issues resulting in dampness and mould, cosmetic damage,
design and configuring issues impacting functionality and suitability and issues with
thermal performance leading to units being cold and damp.
4.1.1 Airedale Courts
Airedale Courts consists of 5 tenanted multi-storey buildings in the central city. The
buildings were constructed in the 1960s and 70s. The complex used to have 7
buildings, however blocks A and B were demolished after the earthquakes. Major
repairs were undertaken for the remaining blocks at this time. Blocks D & G have a
total of 42 units which are a mix of bedsits and one bedroom.
During the earthquake repairs concerns regarding the structural integrity of blocks D
& G were raised. Investigations have shown that the two blocks require their piles to
be reinforced. There are also issue with the laundries in these two buildings which
most likely has existed since before the 2011 earthquakes. The laundries are situated
in the basements and there is evidence of water throughout both laundries with an
effect of spalling concrete, raised concrete floors and severe dampness. The largely
cosmetic works completed under the major repair project have not addressed this.
Repairing the laundries, if at all possible, is difficult to estimate in terms of financial
implications, and thus could become a major financial commitment which was not
anticipated. The strengthening of the piles is also difficult to estimate in terms of
financial implications as it is not unlikely that further issues are discovered when work
has commenced.
There are also issues in terms of leaky roofs and possible building fabric issues causing
dampness. This could incur significant future costs when repaired.
4.1.2 Cecil Courts
Cecil Courts consist of 5 buildings with all units untenanted and closed. The complex
is in a central location just south of the inner city boundary. The buildings were built
in 1976 and consist of 20 two bedroom units which span over two floors.
The buildings are closed due to critical structural weaknesses which were identified
after the earthquakes. There are ground conditions on the site which affect the
foundations of the buildings. There is also a significant amount of cosmetic damage
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like cracking in masonry walls, particularly at window and door openings, along with
separation at wall junctions.
The buildings are considered to suffer from design and configuration issues that
impact functionality and suitability for the future. The complex, when tenanted, was
considered amongst the poorest performers in the portfolio. This was primarily due
to the high cost of repair and deferred maintenance and a lower level of service due
to lack of thermal protection, making the units cold and damp.
4.1.3 Gloucester Courts
Gloucester Courts are situated in the central city and consist of three buildings with a
total of 20 units of which most are tenanted. The units are a mix of one, two and four
bedrooms. The buildings are all three storey buildings with only two units at ground
floor and the rest of the ground floor consisting of car ports and garages. The complex
is one of the younger complexes in the portfolio and was built in 1999 which means
it is not due for its big midlife refurbishment for another 25 years.
The structural integrity of the buildings are only 1% away from what is classed as
‘earthquake prone’. If a building is earthquake prone it is not to be tenanted. All three
blocks also suffer weather tightness issues consistent with buildings constructed in this
style and era. Air testing in units have shown high spore counts which could lead to
potential tenant health issues. Black mould was found between blockwork and
polystyrene in the exterior of the buildings.
There are also issues with the cantilevered balconies which do not meet the building
code requirements. Other issues are unsupported structural walls and issues with the
floor slab, roof and garages. There is significant risk that more issues are discovered
as the buildings were constructed by a contractor who also built another complex
which has already undertaken repairs. At this complex issues were discovered during
the works which doubled the cost of the repairs. The issues related to design and
structural issues due to inconsistencies in working drawings and construction
methodology.
4.1.4 Norman Kirk Courts
Norman Kirk Courts consists of 10 main buildings (60 units) which are a mix of
bedsits, one bedroom and two bedroom units, all of which are tenanted. The buildings
were built in 1977 and are a mix of single and three storey buildings and the complex
is situated in a central location just south of the central city boundary.
The buildings are considered to suffer from design and configuration issues that
impact functionality and suitability for the future. There is earthquake damage such
as cosmetic damage and evidence of movement of walls which needs to be addressed,
however the complex requires enhancement in the following areas in order to make
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them warm, dry and safe: thermal performance, weathertightness, building fabric and
some health and safety issues.
4.2

Options

The options for each site were developed by the Project Team and presented as
reports to the Housing Team. These would normally be re-written by the Housing
Team into formal reports which would go to the councillors for a decision. Specifying
the options for a decision problem relates to step 3 in the process outlined in section
2.1. This was however done as step 1 in this study due to the options already existing
in reports and the limited time and resources for scoping new options.
An aggregation of the options at the four complexes is presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Options for all Complexes

Airedale
Courts

Cecil
Courts

Gloucester
Courts

Norman
Kirk Courts

Do Nothing

X

X

X

X

Repair Low

X

X

X

X

X

X

Repair Medium
Repair High

X
X

X

Demolish & Rebuild
fewer standard units

X

Demolish & Rebuild
fewer Homestar 6 units

X

Demolish & Rebuild
Standard Units

X

X

X

X

Demolish & Rebuild to
Homestar 6 standards

X

X

X

X

Demolish & find
alternative use

X

X

X

X

The rebuild can be done by rebuilding what is referred to as standard housing units or
HomeStar6 housing units. This results in there being two different options for
demolish and rebuild. The standard unit and HomeStar 6 unit definitions are
described further in section 5.1. Norman Kirk also has the option of rebuilding fewer
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units than what is currently on the complex as it is such a large and heavily intensified
complex.
Some options are subject to risk in terms of cost. This relates to the risk of asbestos
being present and further issues being found when building work has started. The
probability ratings for asbestos and further issues being found were provided by the
project delivery team who are responsible for scoping options and consequences.
These are not normally provided in decision reports and so the social housing team
requested these to be provided for use in the decision models.
4.2.1 Airedale Courts
The options and consequences in terms of cost for the decision problem at Airedale
Courts are presented in Table 6. The table also includes some comments to provide
further detail and context.
Table 6. Airedale Courts Options

Airedale Courts

Total
Cost
$0

Cost
Probability
100%

Option 2 – Repair Low

$2M
$5M

25%
75%

Strengthen Piles - The laundries will
continue to be damp and future issues
caused by the dampness can be
expected

Option 3 – Repair High

$3.3M
$6.3M

25%
75%

Strengthen Piles, re-tanking of the
basement & roof repairs - Buildings
would be of a decent standard,
however there is still a risk that it is
not only the roof leaks that causes
dampness but issues with the building
fabric which could be costly to
remediate

Option 4 – Demolish &
Rebuild Standard Units

$10M
$10.8M

75%
25%

Brand new buildings built to today’s
building code, eliminating all issues
identified to date

Option 5 – Demolish &
Rebuild to Homestar 6
standards

$11.6M
$12.4M

75%
25%

Brand new buildings that are
considered warm, dry and healthy

Option 6 – Demolish &
find alternative use

$0.8M
$1.6M

75%
25%

Possibility to subdivide and transfer to
the trust or divest on the open market

Option 1 – Do Nothing
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Comments
Risk of structural failure if there is
another event. Would possibly have
to close the units due to this.

The two repair options (2 and 3) carry a risk in terms of financial implication as there
are many piles which have not been investigated and the extent of the required repairs
will not be known until works have commenced. It is believed there is a 75% chance
that further issues are discovered during the works which will increase the cost.
There is a risk that asbestos which was not found during testing will be found when
work has started. This could double the cost of demolition and there is an estimated
25% chance that this will occur.
Figure 4 presents a decision tree for the decision problem at Airedale Courts.

Figure 4. Airedale Courts Options Decision Tree, including costs and
probabilities
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4.2.2 Cecil Courts
The options and consequences in terms of cost for the decision problem at Cecil
Courts are presented in Table 7. The table also includes some comments to provide
further detail and context.
Table 7. Cecil Courts Options
Total
Cost

Cost
Probability

Comments

$0

100%

The complex will remain closed and the
buildings will continue to deteriorate.

Option 2 – Repair
Low

$1.7M
$2.5M
$3.4M

35%
35%
30%

Cosmetic repairs, some upgrades, maintenance
and re-level - The units can be reopened and
the quality of the accommodation is improved.
Also the buildings would be re-levelled so that
they can be properly insured and minimises
tenant exposure to possible future issues
related to the building being out of level. The
re-levelling strategy does not however protect
against subsequent subsidence and the quality
of the accommodation is not increased as much
as option 5 below.

Option 3 – Repair
Medium

$2.4M
$3.6M
$4.8M

35%
35%
30%

Cosmetic repairs, some upgrades, maintenance
and re-level, keep screw piles in and additional
insulation - Potential reduced costs in the
event of any future re-levelling works, and a
higher level of thermal comfort compared to
the less expensive options.

Option 4 – Repair
High

$3.1M
$4.65M
$6.2M

35%
35%
30%

Cosmetic repairs, some upgrades,
maintenance, re-level, and re-levelling
brackets in place of piles, additional insulation,
and also external thermal upgrades - Improves
the maintenance life of the building envelope,
this is the best repair option regarding level of
service, and the buildings have maximum relevelling protection against future events. This
protection could minimise insurance
premiums.

Option 5 – Demolish
& Rebuild Standard
Units

$5M
$5.6M

75%
25%

A brand new complex built to today’s building
code, eliminating all issues identified to date

Option 6 – Demolish
& Rebuild to
Homestar 6 standards

$5.7M
$6.3M

75%
25%

Brand new buildings that are considered
warm, dry and healthy

Option 7 – Demolish
& find alternative use

$0.58M
$1.16M

75%
25%

Possibility to transfer to the trust or divest on
the open market. There is also a possibility of
partnership development on the site.

Cecil Courts
Option 1 – Do
Nothing
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All repair options will have a low, medium and high cost outcome where the risk is
considered to be a 35% chance of the original estimate, 35% chance of a 50% increase
and 30% chance of a 100% increase in costs. There is a risk that asbestos which was
not found during testing will be found when work has started. This could double the
cost of demolition and there is an estimated 25% chance that this will happen.
Figure 5 presents a decision tree for the decision problem at Cecil Courts.

Figure 5. Cecil Courts Options Decision Tree
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4.2.3 Gloucester Courts
The options and consequences in terms of cost for the decision problem at Gloucester
Courts are presented in Table 8. The table also includes some comments to provide
further detail and context.
Table 8. Gloucester Courts Options

Gloucester Courts

Total
Cost
$0

Cost
Probability
100%

Option 2 – Repair Low

$3.9M
$4.3M

50%
50%

Complete partial repair excl.
strengthening - Addresses potential
for future mould proliferation,
provides safe living environment for
tenants. Leaves the building
vulnerable to catastrophic failure in
another EQ event

Option 3 – Repair High

$6.7M
$7.4M

50%
50%

Complete full repair incl.
foundation works - Addresses
structural issues and also provides a
safe and warm living environment
for tenants by eliminating moisture
generated within the building fabric

Option 4 – Demolish &
Rebuild Standard Units

$8.9M

100%

A brand new complex built to
today’s building code, eliminating
all issues identified to date

Option 5 – Demolish &
Rebuild to Homestar 6
standards

$10.4M

100%

Brand new buildings that are
considered warm, dry and healthy

Option 6 – Demolish &
find alternative use

$0.19M

100%

Possibility to transfer to the trust or
divest on the open market. There is
also a possibility of partnership
development on the site.

Option 1 – Do Nothing

Comments
H&S issues due to mould and risk of
structural failure during an
earthquake event

The two repair options carry a risk in terms of financial implications. This is
considered to be 10% additional costs in relation to original estimates. It is believed
there is a 50% chance that additional costs will eventuate. Due to the young age of
this building there is very low risk of asbestos being found.
Figure 6 presents a decision tree for the decision problem at Gloucester Courts.
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Figure 6. Gloucester Courts Options Decision Tree

4.2.4 Norman Kirk Courts
The options and consequences in terms of cost for the decision problem at Norman
Kirk Courts are presented in Table 9. The table also includes some comments to
provide further detail and context.
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Table 9. Norman Kirk Courts Options

Norman Kirk Courts

Total
Cost
$0

Cost
Probability
100%

Option 2 – Repair

$11.6M
$15M

50%
50%

Full repair & upgrade - The units will
be warm and dry but not fit for future
purpose in terms of accessibility and
maintenance.

Option 3 – Demolish
& Rebuild fewer
standard units

$5M
$5.6M

75%
25%

Less units will be replaced on the site.
The complex will go from 60 units to
20. This could be built in such a way
that intensification could be made
possible in the future.

Option 4 – Demolish
& Rebuild fewer
Homestar 6 units

$5.8M
$6.4M

75%
25%

Less units will be replaced on the site.
The complex will go from 60 units to
20. This could be built in such a way
that intensification could be made
possible in the future.

Option 5 – Demolish
& Rebuild Standard
Units

$13.8M
$14.4M

75%
25%

A brand new complex built to today’s
building code, eliminating all issues
identified to date.

Option 6 – Demolish
& Rebuild to
Homestar 6 standards

$16.1M
$16.7M

75%
25%

Brand new buildings that are considered
warm, dry and healthy

Option 7 – Demolish
& find alternative use

$0.6M
$1.2M

75%
25%

Possibility to transfer to the trust or
divest on the open market. There is also
a possibility of partnership development
on the site.

Option 1 – Do
Nothing

Comments
The potential risk is that units will
continue to be closed due to water
ingress and resulting mould issues; and
become increasingly unhealthy
Units will not meet the Insulation and
Healthy Homes legislation meaning
they will need to be closed.

There is a risk that the costs for the repair option will increase from the estimated
$11.6M to $15M. It is believed there is a 50% chance that additional costs will
eventuate. There is no other repair option than full repair which allows the units to
stay open.
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There is a risk that asbestos which was not found during testing will be found when
work has started. This could double the cost of demolition and there is an estimated
25% chance that this will occur.
Figure 7 presents a decision tree for the decision problem at Gloucester Courts.
100%

Option 1 - Do nothing

$0
Norman Kirk Courts

Low cost

50,0%
$11.6M

Further issues discovered

Option 2 - Repair

High cost

50,0%
$15M

Low cost

75,0%
$5M

Option 3 - Demolish & rebuild fewer standard units

Asbestos

High cost

25,0%
$5.6M

Low cost

75,0%
$5.8M

Option 4 - Demolish & rebuild fewer Homestar 6 units

Asbestos

High cost

25,0%
$6.4M

Low cost

75,0%
$13.8M

Option 5 - Demolish & rebuild standard units

Asbestos

High cost

25,0%
$14.4M

Low cost

75,0%
$16.1M

Option 6 - Demolish & rebuild to HomeStar 6 standards

Asbestos

High cost

25,0%
$16.7M

Low cost

75,0%
$0.6M

Option 7 - Demolish & find alternative use

Asbestos

High cost

25,0%
$1.2M

Figure 7. Norman Kirk Courts Options Decision Problem
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5 Results
This section contains the results of the decision models which are used from an analysis
perspective in section 6. The complete results of the decision models can be found in
the additional material (addendum) supplied via the DiVA portal at the University of
Gävle2.
5.1

Objectives

At the beginning of the first workshop it was agreed that the strategy vision from the
current Social Housing Strategy (2007) would efficiently cover the overarching
objectives of the decision problems. The strategy has the following vision:
“To contribute to the community’s wellbeing by ensuring safe, accessible, and affordable social
housing is available to people on low incomes, including older people and people with
disabilities.”
(Social Housing Strategy 2007, p 25).
The strategy also outlines goals of which some are applicable to the decision problems.
These are partnerships, managing demand, location and sustainability (Social Housing
Strategy 2007, p 25).
5.2

Aspects

During the first workshop the councillors were asked which aspects they wished to
consider when deciding amongst different options for asset interventions at social
housing complexes. The councillors agreed on 5 aspects, summarised in Table 10,
that they wished to include in the decision model. These relate to disruption, cost,
impact on the portfolio long-term, portfolio size & fit for purpose and demand.
It is worth noting that portfolio size and fit for purpose was originally two separate
aspects that were merged in the work that was carried out between workshop 1 and
2. When testing the model prior to the second workshop it became clear that it was
difficult to determine the impact of fit for purpose without it being linked to the
number of units that this standard related to. Agreement was sought from the
councillors to merge the two aspects and they agreed to this after hearing the reason,
as just mentioned, for the suggested change.

2

http://hig.diva-portal.org
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Table 10. Aspects

Aspects
Disruption (x1)
Cost
(x2)
Portfolio Long-term
(x3)
Portfolio Size & Fit for Purpose
(x4)
Demand
(x5)

These aspects are explained further in the following subsections.
5.2.1 Disruption
The disruption aspect relates to the number of months which the tenants of the social
housing complex will need to move out for. It does not take in to consideration the
number of tenants which will need to move as the councillors discussed and agreed
that as long as it related to more than a handful of tenants it was not of great
importance to consider the number of tenants in this aspect. If the complex is closing
or demolished the disruption is considered to be ‘until further notice’. This means
another decision would have to be made in order for the disruption to come to an
end. This decision is outside of the scope of this case study.
5.2.2

Cost

Cost is considered as total cost of carrying out the option. In order to compare the
cost to the number of units at a certain standard, which is another aspect considered,
the total cost needed to be considered instead of cost per unit.
5.2.3 Portfolio Long-Term
The long term effects on the housing portfolio financials is measured through the
number of units which will be unable to be rebuilt in approximately 50 years’ time.
The majority of the portfolio consists of buildings built in the 1960s and 70s. The
implication of this is a large rebuild required when they reach the end of their life.
This has been a major concern for the asset owners for a long time and so it is prudent
to consider how any decisions now will impact on the ability to rebuild units in the
future. It is easier for councillors to consider the effect on number of units as opposed
to dollar values, which in 50 years’ time will be heavily inflated and hard to grasp.
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5.2.4 Portfolio size & Fit for Purpose
The number of units in terms of portfolio size are considered for each complex and
also considered is the standards of these units in terms of being fit for purpose (i.e.
warm, dry and accessible). Fit for purpose also considers sustainability in terms of
energy and water efficiency amongst other things.
The effect on the number of units in the portfolio short and medium term could be a
temporary implication as a decision can be made later on which will impact this
aspect. For example if a complex was to be demolished and an alternative use is to be
found, that use could be a partnership where units are being rebuilt and thus the
portfolio numbers may be restored. This is however not certain based on the decision
being made at first and therefore needs to be considered as a possibility only.
Fit for purpose is measured through either HomeStar or HomeFit rating depending
on if it is a new build or existing building. Fit for purpose is also measured through
Lifemark rating. HomeStar is a certification rating for residential new builds and rates
the building in terms of energy efficiency and how warm, dry and healthy it is for the
occupant. It ranges from 6 to 10 stars, however only 6 stars has been included in the
aspect measure as the others are unfeasible to obtain during current financial
constraints. The “4” star rating is no longer a recognised rating and is only used in the
decision model to describe the standards to which the social housing units are
currently being built to at Christchurch City Council in order to compare to the 6
star rating. A “4” star rating is built above building code standards, which are the
legislative requirements, but below standard of a 6 star rated home.
HomeFit is the equivalent certification for existing buildings. HomeFit only has two
levels; HomeFit and HomeFitPLUS. HomeFit is the minimum standard for an existing
home to be considered warm, dry and healthy. HomeFitPLUS homes have additional
features put in to improve health and comfort to occupants beyond the acceptable
minimum. A rating of Not Adequate has been included in the aspect measure to rate
those units which do not meet the minimum standards.
Lifemark is a certification for new builds in terms of their accessibility. Points are
awarded based on how adaptable, safe and usable the home is. The certification ranges
from 3 to 5 stars. 5 stars is only feasible for the social housing units to accomplish on
the ground floor and the buildings tend to be two story. Therefore the level included
in the measure is to have 50% 5 star and 50% 3 star, of which the 3 star units are on
the second level. 4 stars are very similar to 3 stars in terms of standards and therefore
4 stars have been excluded from the rating of this aspect. A rating of Not Adequate
has been included in the aspect measure to rate those units which do not meet the
minimum standards.
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In the discussion between councillors it became evident that it was important to
measure both how warm and dry a home is and how accessible it is. This is due to the
ongoing issues of people falling ill during winter due to their homes being cold and
damp as well as the ageing population which require a higher standard of accessibility.
Social housing tend to house people at a higher risk of health issues and is also tending
to an increasing number of ageing tenants as the population of elderly increases at a
faster rate than other age groups.
5.2.5 Demand
Demand is measured on the options’ impact on demand in the area. This is based on
so called ’pepper-potting’ strategy which means social housing should not be built in
high demand areas but instead scattered evenly around the city. The basis for this is
the thought that demand drives demand and this in turn drives segregation of social
housing tenants to these areas. In order to measure ‘pepper-potting’ the number of
social housing units in an area was put in proportion to total number of homes in an
area according to the latest census. The equilibrium was considered the total number
of social housing units in proportion to total number of homes in the city.
The measure relates to the impact the option has on over or undersupply (or
equilibrium, however this did not occur for these options).
5.2.6 Measures and Levels
A list of the aspects agreed at the workshop, together with possible levels of
descriptive measures of each aspect, are presented in Table 11. This relates to part (i)
of item 4, see section 2.4.1.
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Table 11. Agreed Aspects, Their Measures and Levels

Aspects
Disruption
(x1)
Cost
(x2)

Measure

Levels

Time to complete
project

7 – 30 months and Until further notice

Total cost

$0-$16.7M

Portfolio
Long-term
(x3)

Impact on long term
financials in terms
of units unable to be
rebuilt (standard
units)

Very low impact (0-2)
Low impact (3-9)
Medium impact (10-17)
High Impact (18+)

Portfolio
Size & Fit
for Purpose
(x4)

Effect on number of
open units in
portfolio in the
short to medium
term and their
standard in terms of
LifeMark and
HomeStar/HomeFit

60 units HomeStar 6 / HomeFitPLUS & LifeMark 5 & 3 (50/50)
60 units HomeStar “4” / HomeFitPLUS & LifeMark 5 & 3 (50/50)
42 units HomeStar 6 / HomeFitPLUS & LifeMark 5 & 3 (50/50)
42 units HomeStar “4” / HomeFitPLUS & LifeMark 5 & 3 (50/50)
20 units HomeStar 6 / HomeFitPLUS & LifeMark 5 & 3 (50/50)
20 units HomeStar “4” / HomeFitPLUS & LifeMark 5 & 3 (50/50)
60 units HomeFit & LifeMark not adequate
42 units HomeFit & LifeMark not adequate
20 units HomeFit & LifeMark not adequate
0 units, possibility of partnership or other org. provides social
housing units
42 units HomeFit not adequate & LifeMark not adequate
20 units HomeFit not adequate & LifeMark not adequate
0 units

Demand
(x5)

Impact on demand
in the area

Decreasing oversupply or undersupply
Status quo oversupply
Status quo undersupply
Increasing oversupply or undersupply

For aspect x3 to x5, qualitative descriptions of potential aspect levels for different
consequences were created from the information in section 4.1 and 4.2. During the
second workshop the social housing team got the opportunity to compare the aspect
levels to the other levels in the same aspect. The resulting aspect-wise ranking of
consequences (which belongs to part (ii) of step 4, see section 2.4.1) is shown in Table
11, where aspect levels are arranged in order from best to worst. The order of the
consequences in this table is reflected in the aggregation trees in the following section.
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5.3

Consequences

A visual overview of the aggregation problem is given in the aggregation tree in Figure
8. For each aspect, the ordinal relationships between different aspect levels are
shown, such that better attribute levels are placed nearer the top of the aggregation
arrow. Since the tree is drawn on ordinal level, the distances between different levels
have no significance. See Figure 8 for a list of the aspects and their abbreviations (x1x5).

Figure 8. Aggregation tree overview of all consequences
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5.3.1 Airedale Courts
The consequences for each option at Airedale Courts in regards to the agreed aspects
are presented on an ordinal scale in the aggregation tree in Figure 9. A table presenting
the consequences can be found in the addendum. Some options have more than one
possible outcome in terms of cost due to risk of finding further issues and/or asbestos
once work has commenced.

Figure 9. Aggregation tree Airedale Courts consequences
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5.3.2 Cecil Courts
The consequences for each option at Cecil Courts in regards to the agreed aspects are
presented on an ordinal scale in an aggregation tree in Figure 10. A table presenting
the consequences can be found in the addendum. Some options have more than one
possible outcome in terms of cost due to risk of finding further issues and/or asbestos
once work has commenced.

Figure 10. Aggregation tree Cecil Courts consequences
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5.3.3 Gloucester Courts
The consequences for each option at Gloucester Courts in regards to the agreed
aspects are presented on an ordinal scale in an aggregation tree in Figure 11. A table
presenting the consequences can be found in the addendum. Some options have more
than one possible outcome in terms of cost due to risk of finding further issues once
work has commenced.

Figure 11. Aggregation tree Gloucester Courts consequences
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5.3.4 Norman Kirk Courts
The consequences for each option at Norman Kirk Courts in regards to the agreed
aspects are presented on an ordinal scale in an aggregation tree in Figure 12. A table
presenting the consequences can be found in the addendum. Some options have more
than one possible outcome in terms of cost due to risk of finding further issues and/or
asbestos once work has commenced.

Figure 12. Aggregation tree Norman Kirk Courts consequences
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5.4

Weighting & Rating

In the second workshop the social housing team members were able to rate and weight
consequences within the decision problems. The weighting and rating was carried out
for the aggregated model as well as for all four of the individual decision problems.
Once completed they were able to review their decisions and make any changes they
saw fit after having gone through the thought experiments and perhaps realising
something they did not realise at first. These changes are described in the sections
below together with descriptions of discussions that took place which led to a specific
ranking or rating outcome.
As described in section 3.2, the weighting step (item 5; see section 2.4.2) was carried
out using the swing weighting approach. A detailed account is given in section
5.4.1.1. It took the first round of rankings of the aggregated swing for the social
housing team to get into the thought experiment and fully understand how they were
required to think in order for it to make sense and feel useful. Due to this it was
important to go back and re-look at the ranking of this exercise after completing the
four individual swings.
The ranking and rating of attribute levels within each aspect, i.e. part (ii) of item 4
(see section 2.4.1) was carried out after the five weighting swings. It is described in
detail in section 5.4.1.2. The attendees were fully engaged at this point and were used
to the way of thinking in terms of the rating. This made this part of the exercise flow
really well. It is worth noting that item 4 and 5 have been carried out in the opposite
order in this thesis.
5.4.1 Weighting & Rating Aggregated Model
5.4.1.1 Weights

The outcome of the weighting exercise through a swing is presented in Table 12.
Weighting is item 5 in the list provided in section 2.1. The method of swing-weighting
is presented in section 2.4.2.1.
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Table 12. Aggregated swing weights
Aggregated
Swing

Disruption

Cost

Portfolio Longterm

Portfolio size & Fit for
Purpose

Demand

Ranking

Points

Coefficient

C0

Until further notice

$16.7M

High impact

0 units

Increasing oversupply or
undersupply

6

0

-

C1

7 months

$16.7M

High impact

0 units

Increasing oversupply or
undersupply

5

25

0.094

C2

Until further notice

$0

High impact

0 units

Increasing oversupply or
undersupply

2

60

0.226

C3

Until further notice

$16.7M

Very low
impact

0 units

Increasing oversupply or
undersupply

3

45

0.170

C4

Until further notice

$16.7M

High impact

60 units HomeStar 6 /
HomeFitPLUS &
LifeMark 5 & 3

Increasing oversupply or
undersupply

1

100

0.377

C5

Until further notice

$16.7M

High impact

0 units

Decreasing
oversupply or
undersupply

4

35

0.132
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The C4 option, i.e. the option with portfolio size & fit for purpose at its best level,
was ranked first from the start and stayed there throughout the ranking exercise. The
C2 option was ranked in fourth place at the first ranking exercise, however when the
other rankings had been undertaken the social housing team went back to this swing
and re-ranked it to second place. During the first ranking they believed the C2 option
was less valuable than some of the other changes in ranges. However, as the ranking
exercises continued they realised not spending money on something which did not
meet their expectations meant that that money could be spent somewhere else where
their expectations would be met. This made them reconsider the ranking and make
changes accordingly.
Table 13. Changes in ranking of the cost option after cross-check questions
Cost

Portfolio
Long-term

Demand

C3

$16.7M

Very
low
impact

Increasing
oversupply or
undersupply

C5

$16.7M

High
impact

Decreasing
oversupply or
undersupply

C2

$0

High
impact

Increasing
oversupply or
undersupply



Cost

Portfolio
Long-term

Demand

C2

$0

High
impact

Increasing
oversupply or
undersupply

C3

$16.7M

Very
low
impact

Increasing
oversupply or
undersupply

C5

$16.7M

High
impact

Decreasing
oversupply or
undersupply

The impact on the portfolio long-term option, i.e. C3, was something else that
changed from the original ranking. After being asked trade-off questions regarding the
utility differences the C3 option was moved up from fifth place to third place (see
section 2.4.3 for an overview of utility differences and how they can be used for asking
trade-off questions). The C1 option was originally ranked above the C5 option. When
asked if changing from ‘closed until further notice’ to ‘6 months’ was indeed more
desirable than going from a ‘very low impact’ on the portfolio long term to a ‘high
impact’ the workshop attendees did not agree and therefore changed their ranking.
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Table 14. Changes in ranking of disruption, demand and portfolio long-term options after crosscheck questions
Disruption

Portfolio
Long-term

Demand

C1

7
months

High
impact

Increasing
oversupply or
undersupply

C5

Until
further
notice

High
impact

Decreasing
oversupply or
undersupply

C3

Until
further
notice

Very
low
impact

Increasing
oversupply or
undersupply



Disruption

Portfolio
Long-term

Demand

C3

Until
further
notice

Very
low
impact

Increasing
oversupply or
undersupply

C5

Until
further
notice

High
impact

Decreasing
oversupply or
undersupply

C1

7 months

High
impact

Increasing
oversupply or
undersupply

The same question was then asked regarding the change in demand from ‘increasing
oversupply or undersupply’ to ‘decreasing oversupply or undersupply’ in comparison
to the change in impact on the portfolio long-term. The discussion that followed made
the attendees come to the conclusion that it was more desirable to maintain the
number of units in the portfolio long-term than it was to have them in the ‘right’ area.
This lead to a re-ranking of these options.
The C1 option was finally ranked last, disregarding the benchmark option, after
answering the following trade-off question:
“Would going from ‘increasing oversupply or undersupply’ to ‘decreasing oversupply
or undersupply’ be more desirable than going from a complex being ‘closed until
further notice’ to it being closed for only ‘7 months’?”
It was agreed that having the units in the ‘right’ area was more important than the
time it had to be closed considering the ranges in consequences of the two options.
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The outcome of the rating for each of the options in the swing are presented in Figure
13.

Figure 13. Aggregated swing weight points

The top ranked option was assigned 100 points and the bottom ranked (benchmark)
was assigned 0 points. It was important for the group that there was a clear change in
value between the C4 option to the second ranked option, C2. Between the other
options the utility differences were smaller.
The ratings were assigned and changed a few times whilst the group discussed the
implications of the ratings. In order for the group to realise the implications of their
ratings cross-checking questions were asked which made them either reconsider their
original rating or stand by it.
A question which was asked was “whether it was more desirable:
to go from ‘0 units’ to ‘60 units HomeStar 6 / HomeFitPLUS & LifeMark 5 & 3’
compared to going from a cost of ‘$16.7M’ to ‘$0’
than it is
to go from a ‘high impact’ on the portfolio long term to ‘very low impact’ compared
to going from a cost of ‘$16.7M’ to ‘$0’.”
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5.4.1.2 Ratings

Rating the levels within an aspect relate to (ii) of item 4 in section 2.1, further
described in section 2.4.1.
The descriptive attribute levels within each aspect were first ranked and then rated.
When responding to cross-reference questions the group found that they had ranked
the consequences in the wrong order. This led to a re-ranking and re-scoring of these
consequences.
Some of the consequence ranges were presented to the group pre-populated with a
proportional rating where this was possible. The group then had the opportunity to
agree to keep the proportional rating or to make changes. The group consistently
chose to keep the proportional rating after some discussion.
The disruption consequences, with the exception of ‘until further notice’, was
presented with proportional scores to the group. As ‘until further notice’ was ranked
last this was assigned 0 points. The group agreed that the proportional scoring
provided a true representation of the importance of the different levels. To ensure
this was a true representation of the importance a trade-off question was asked of
whether going from ‘until further notice’ to 30 months was equal in importance to
that of going from 14 months to 7 months as these differed by the same score (23
points). The group agreed that this was the case and the rating was kept as it was.

Figure 14. Rating disruption, aggregated model

The cost ranges were scored proportionally and presented to the group. The group agreed
that cost was a straight line function of proportional scoring and chose to make no
changes to the scores.
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Figure 15. Rating cost ($M), aggregated model

Through discussion the group reached the ratings for the impact on the portfolio longterm as presented in the graph below. To ensure the ratings accurately represented
the values of the group utility differences were questioned. The assigned ratings means
that going from a high impact to a medium impact was considered more desirable than
going from low to very low impact. After discussing further the group agreed that
this was in fact the case and the rating should stay as it was.

Figure 16. Rating impact on portfolio long-term, aggregated model
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When discussing the consequences of the portfolio size & fit for purpose aspect the
ranking was more difficult than for the other aspects. The difficulty lied in ranking
the number of units and their fit for purpose for those rated as HomeStar 6 and “4”.
It was, after some discussion, agreed that HomeStar “4” standards were at an
acceptable standard and that HomeStar 6 standards were seen more as a bonus. They
therefore agreed that 62 units for each of the standards were ranked highest and then
42 units of the same, then 20 units of the same. They agreed that the difference
between moving between the different standards compared to the number of units
was less. The difference between the same number of units with different standards
were therefore only 5 points compared to the differences between number of units,
60 units at HomeStar “4” to 42 units at HomeStar 6 and 42 units at HomeStar “4” to
20 units at HomeStar 6, was 10 and 20 respectively.
Units that were HomeFit not adequate and LifeMark not adequate were scored close
to zero, which was the assigned score for 0 units. It was considered better to have 0
units with the possibility of future partnerships or for other organisations to provide
social housing units on the site. Units not being LifeMark adequate was in the
discussions less important than if the units were not HomeFit adequate. The utility
difference is therefore larger between the units that are HomeFit and not HomeFit
compared to those of higher standards despite them not being LifeMark adequate.
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Figure 17. Rating portfolio size & fit for purpose, aggregated model
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After ranking the consequences for the demand aspect the highest and lowest were
assigned 100 and 0 points respectively. The status quo of oversupply and undersupply
were considered to be equal and half-way between the lowest and highest rated
consequences. This was agreed without much discussion.

Figure 18. Rating demand, aggregated model

5.4.2 Weighting & Rating Individual Model – Airedale Courts
5.4.2.1 Weights

The outcome of the weighting exercise through a swing is presented in Table 15. In
the table below the consequence ranges for the individual and aggregated model is
presented for ease of comparison.
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Table 15. Comparison of ranges within aspects, aggregated and individual model, Airedale Courts
Aggregated Model
Worst
Best

Individual Model
Worst

Best

C1

Until further notice

6 months

CA,1

Until further notice

15 months

C2

$16.7M

$0

CA,2

$12.4M

$0

C3

High impact

Very low impact

CA,3

Medium impact

Very low impact

C4

0 units

60 HomeStar 6 /
HomeFitPLUS &
LifeMark 5 & 3

CA,4

0 units

42 HomeStar 6 /
HomeFitPLUS &
LifeMark 5 & 3

C5

Increasing
oversupply or
undersupply

Decreasing
oversupply or
undersupply

CA,5

Status quo
oversupply

Decreasing
oversupply

The CA,4 option was ranked first from the start and stayed there throughout the
ranking exercise. In this weighting exercise the CA,4 option and the CA,2 option
received the same ratings as in the aggregated model. This was justified by the group
by the decrease in units from 60 to 42 and the decrease in cost from $16.7M to
$12.4M which was considered an equal trade together with the differences in the
other aspects and therefore the same score could be assigned for the two options.
The ratings for each of the options in the swing are presented in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Individual swing weight points, Airedale Courts
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Table 16. Individual swing weights, Airedale Courts

Individual Swing
Disruption

Cost

Portfolio Long-term

Portfolio size & Fit
for Purpose

Demand

Ranking

Points

Coefficient

CA,0

Until further notice

$12.4M

Medium impact

0 units

Status quo
oversupply

6

0

-

C A,1

15 months

$12.4M

Medium impact

0 units

Status quo
oversupply

5

30

0.105

C A,2

Until further notice

$0

Medium impact

0 units

Status quo
oversupply

2

60

0.211

C A,3

Until further notice

$12.4M

Very low impact

0 units

Status quo
oversupply

4

40

0.140

C A,4

Until further notice

$12.4M

Medium impact

42 HomeStar 6 /
HomeFitPLUS &
LifeMark 5 & 3

Status quo
oversupply

1

100

0.351

C A,5

Until further notice

$12.4M

Medium impact

0 units

Decreasing
oversupply

3

55

0.193
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5.4.2.2 Rating

Rating the levels within an aspect relate to (ii) of item 4 in section 2.1, further
described in section 2.4.1.
The consequences within each aspect were first ranked and then rated. Some of the
consequence ranges were presented to the group pre-populated with a proportional
rating where this was possible. The group then had the opportunity to agree to keep
the proportional rating or to make changes. The group consistently chose to keep the
proportional rating after some discussion.
The disruption consequences, with the exception of ‘until further notice’, was
presented with proportional scores to the group. As ‘until further notice’ was ranked
last this was assigned 0 points. The group agreed that the proportional scoring
provided a true representation of the importance of the different levels in the
individual model. The proportional scoring in the individual model was different than
that in the aggregated model due to the different ranges.

Figure 20. Rating disruption, individual model, Airedale Courts

The cost ranges were scored proportionally and presented to the group. The group
agreed on proportional scoring, i.e. that the utility with respect to cost was a straight
line function, and chose to make no changes to the scores.
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Figure 21. Rating cost ($M), individual model, Airedale Courts

In the Airedale Courts decision problem the aspect of impact on the portfolio longterm ranges from ‘very low’ to ‘medium’. The workshop participants agreed that it
was more significant to go from ‘medium’ to ‘low’ impact than it was to go from
‘low’ to ‘very low’ impact thereby the difference in score of 40 and 60 respectively.
This relationship is presented in Equation 4. More information regarding the theory
of utility differences can be found in section 2.4.3.

Equation 4. Utility difference, portfolio long-term aspect, Airedale Courts

Δ3υ (low impact, very low impact) ⊏ Δ3υ (medium impact, low impact)

Figure 22. Rating impact on portfolio long-term, individual model,
Airedale Courts
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The ratings for the consequences with respect to the portfolio size & fit for purpose
aspect are mostly spread evenly 20 points apart. One exception is going from ‘42
units HomeStar “4” and Lifemark 5 & 3’ to ‘42 units HomeFit & Lifemark not
adequate’ which is set 30 points apart. Another exception is the smaller difference of
10 points when going from ‘42 units HomeFit not adequate & Lifemark not adequate’
to ‘0 units’. A matrix of the utility differences can be found in the addendum.

Figure 23. Rating portfolio size & fit for purpose, individual model,
Airedale Courts

As there were only two possible consequences in the demand aspect, decreasing
oversupply and status quo oversupply, these were set to 100 and 0 points respectively.
This did not require any discussion.

Figure 24. Rating demand, individual model, Airedale Courts
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5.4.3 Weighting & Rating Individual Model – Cecil Courts
5.4.3.1 Weights

The outcome of the weighting exercise through a swing is presented in Table 17. In
the table below the consequence ranges for the individual and aggregated model is
presented for ease of comparison.
Table 17. Comparison of ranges within aspects, aggregated and individual model, Cecil Courts
Aggregated Model
Worst
Best

Individual Model
Worst
Best

C1

Until further notice

6 months

CC,1

Until further notice

10 months

C2

$16.7M

$0

CC,2

$6.3M

$0

C3

High impact

Very low impact

CC,3

Low impact

Very low impact

C4

0 units

60 HomeStar 6 /
HomeFitPLUS &
LifeMark 5 & 3

CC,4

0 units

20 HomeStar 6 /
HomeFitPLUS &
LifeMark 5 & 3

C5

Increasing
oversupply or
undersupply

Decreasing
oversupply or
undersupply

CC,5

Increasing
undersupply

Status quo
undersupply

The CC,4 option was ranked first from the start and stayed there throughout the
ranking exercise. In this weighting exercise the CC,4 option and the CC,2 option
received the same ratings as in the aggregated model. This was justified by the group
by the decrease in units from 60 to 20 and the decrease in cost from $16.7M to $6.3M
was considered an equal trade together with the differences in the other aspects and
therefore the same score could be assigned for the two options.
When ranking the options there was one difference to the aggregated model; the CC,5
option was ranked above the CC,3 option. This was due to the worst consequence in
the impact on the CC,3 option only being ‘low impact’ compared to ‘high impact’ in
the aggregated model. Compared to the change from ‘increasing undersupply’ to
‘status quo undersupply’ the changes in the CC,3 option was considered less important.
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Table 18. Individual swing weights, Cecil Courts

Individual Swing
Disruption

Cost

Portfolio Long-term

Portfolio size & Fit for
Purpose

Demand

Ranking

Points

Coefficient

CC,0

Until further notice

$6.3M

Low impact

0 units

Increasing
undersupply

6

0

-

CC,1

10 months

$6.3M

Low impact

0 units

Increasing
undersupply

5

25

0.093

CC,2

Until further notice

$0

Low impact

0 units

Increasing
undersupply

2

60

0.222

CC,3

Until further notice

$6.3M

Very low impact

0 units

Increasing
undersupply

4

35

0.130

CC,4

Until further notice

$6.3M

Low impact

20 HomeStar 6 /
HomeFitPLUS &
LifeMark 5 & 3

Increasing
undersupply

1

100

0.370

CC,5

Until further notice

$6.3M

Low impact

0 units

Status quo
undersupply

3

50

0.185
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The ratings for each of the options in the swing are presented in Figure 25.

Figure 25. Individual swing weight points, Cecil Courts

5.4.3.2 Rating

Rating the levels within an aspect relate to (ii) of item 4 in section 2.1, further
described in section 2.4.1.
The consequences within each aspect were first ranked and then rated. Some of the
consequence ranges were presented to the group pre-populated with a proportional
rating where this was possible. The group then had the opportunity to agree to keep
the proportional rating or to make changes. The group consistently chose to keep the
proportional rating after some discussion.
The disruption consequences, with the exception of ‘until further notice’, was
presented with proportional scores to the group. As ‘until further notice’ was ranked
last this was assigned 0 points. The group agreed that the proportional scoring
provided a true representation of the importance of the different levels in the
individual model. The proportional scoring in the individual model was different than
that in the aggregated model due to the different ranges.
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Figure 26. Rating disruption, individual model, Cecil Courts

The cost ranges were scored proportionally and presented to the group. The group
agreed on proportional scoring, i.e. that the utility with respect to cost was a straight
line function, and chose to make no changes to the scores.

Figure 27. Rating cost ($M), individual model, Cecil Courts

As there were only two possible consequences in the impact on portfolio long-term
aspect, very low and low, these were set to 100 and 0 points respectively. This did
not require any discussion.
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Figure 28. Rating impact on portfolio long-term, individual model, Cecil
Courts

The consequences with respect to the portfolio size & fit for purpose aspect received
the same ratings in the individual model for Cecil Courts as they did for Airedale
Courts. The differences in number of units considered at Airedale Courts and Cecil
Courts were consistent throughout the ranges and therefore the same ratings applied
according to the social housing team.

Figure 29. Rating portfolio size & fit for purpose, individual model, Cecil
Courts
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As there were only two possible consequences in the demand aspect, status quo
undersupply and increasing undersupply, these were set to 100 and 0 points
respectively. This did not require any discussion.

Figure 30. Rating demand, individual model, Cecil Courts

5.4.4 Weighting & Rating Individual Model – Gloucester Courts
5.4.4.1 Weights

The outcome of the weighting exercise through a swing is presented in Table 19. In
the table below the consequence ranges for the individual and aggregated model is
presented for ease of comparison.
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Table 19. Comparison of ranges within aspects, aggregated and individual model, Gloucester
Courts
Aggregated Model
Worst
Best

Individual Model
Worst
Best

C1

Until further notice

6 months

CG,1

Until further notice

7 months

C2

$16.7M

$0

CG,2

$10.4M

$0

C3

High impact

Very low impact

CG,3

Medium impact

Very low impact

C4

0 units

60 HomeStar 6 /
HomeFitPLUS &
LifeMark 5 & 3

CG,4

0 units

20 HomeStar 6 /
HomeFitPLUS &
LifeMark 5 & 3

C5

Increasing
oversupply or
undersupply

Decreasing
oversupply or
undersupply

CG,5

Status quo
oversupply

Decreasing
oversupply

The CG,4 option was ranked first from the start and stayed there throughout the
ranking exercise. In this weighting exercise the CG,4 option and the CG,2 option
received a different, although similar, ratings as in the aggregated model. This was
justified by the group by the decrease in units from 60 to 20 and the decrease in cost
from $16.7M to $10.4M was an almost equal trade together with the differences in
the other aspects and therefore the same score could be assigned for the two options.
When ranking the options there was one difference to the aggregated model; the CG,5
option was ranked above the CG,3 option. This was due to the worst consequence in
the CG,3 option being only ‘medium impact’ compared to ‘high impact’ in the
aggregated model. Compared to the change from status quo oversupply to decreasing
oversupply the changes in impact on the portfolio long-term was considered less
important. This relationship is shown in Equation 5.
Equation 5. Utility difference, portfolio long-term and demand aspects, Gloucester Courts

Δ5υ (status quo oversupply, decreasing oversupply) ⊐ Δ3υ (medium impact, high impact)
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Table 20. Individual swing weights, Gloucester Courts

Individual Swing
Disruption

Cost

Portfolio Long-term

Portfolio size & Fit for
Purpose

Demand

Ranking

Points

Coefficient

CG,0

Until further notice

$10.4M

Medium impact

0 units

Status quo
oversupply

6

0

-

CG,1

7 months

$10.4M

Medium impact

0 units

Status quo
oversupply

5

20

0.074

CG,2

Until further notice

$0

Medium impact

0 units

Status quo
oversupply

2

65

0.241

CG,3

Until further notice

$10.4M

Very low impact

0 units

Status quo
oversupply

4

30

0.111

CG,4

Until further notice

$10.4M

Medium impact

20 HomeStar 6 /
HomeFitPLUS &
LifeMark 5 & 3

Status quo
oversupply

1

100

0.370

CG,5

Until further notice

$10.4M

Medium impact

HomeFit not adequate
& LifeMark not
adequate

Decreasing
oversupply

3

55

0.204
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The ratings for each of the options in the swing are presented in Figure 31.

Figure 31. Individual swing weight points, Gloucester Courts

5.4.4.2 Rating

Rating the levels within an aspect relate to (ii) of item 4 in section 2.1, further
described in section 2.4.1.
The consequences within each aspect were first ranked and then rated. Some of the
consequence ranges were presented to the group pre-populated with a proportional
rating where this was possible. The group then had the opportunity to agree to keep
the proportional rating or to make changes. The group consistently chose to keep the
proportional rating after some discussion.
The disruption consequences, with the exception of ‘until further notice’, was
presented with proportional scores to the group. As ‘until further notice’ was ranked
last this was assigned 0 points. The group agreed that the proportional scoring
provided a true representation of the importance of the different levels in the
individual model. The proportional scoring in the individual model was different than
that in the aggregated model due to the different ranges.
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Figure 32. Rating disruption, individual model, Gloucester Courts

The cost ranges were scored proportionally and presented to the group. The group
agreed on proportional scoring, i.e. that the utility with respect to cost was a straight
line function, and chose to make no changes to the scores.

Figure 33. Rating cost ($M), individual model, Gloucester Courts

The ranges within the impact on the portfolio long-term aspect for Gloucester Courts
is the same as for Airedale Courts. Therefore the ratings agreed for Airedale Courts
were adopted for Gloucester Courts. This did not require any discussion.
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Figure 34. Rating impact on portfolio long-term, individual model,
Gloucester Courts

The ranges within the consequences with respect to the portfolio size & fit for purpose
aspect for Gloucester Courts is the same as for Cecil Courts. Therefore the ratings
agreed for Cecil Courts were adopted for Gloucester Courts. This did not require any
discussion. See the addendum for a matrix presenting the utility difference for the
portfolio size & fit for purpose aspect which applies to both Cecil Courts and
Gloucester Courts.

Figure 35. Rating portfolio size & fit for purpose, individual model,
Gloucester Courts
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As there were only two possible consequences in the demand aspect, decreasing
oversupply and status quo oversupply, these were set to 100 and 0 points respectively.
This did not require a discussion.

Figure 36. Rating demand, individual model, Gloucester Courts

5.4.5 Weighting & Rating Individual Model – Norman Kirk Courts
5.4.5.1 Weights

The outcome of the weighting exercise through a swing is presented in Table 21. In
the table below the consequence ranges for the individual and aggregated model is
presented for ease of comparison.
Table 21. Comparison of ranges within aspects, aggregated and individual model, Norman Kirk
Courts
Aggregated Model
Worst
Best

Individual Model
Worst
Best

C1

Until further
notice

7 months

CNK,1

Until further notice

19 months

C2

$16.7M

$0

CNK,2

$16.7M

$0

C3

High impact

Very low impact

CNK,3

High impact

Very low impact

C4

0 units

60 HomeStar 6 /
HomeFitPLUS &
LifeMark 5 & 3

CNK,4

0 units

60 HomeStar 6 /
HomeFitPLUS &
LifeMark 5 & 3

C5

Increasing
oversupply or
undersupply

Decreasing
oversupply or
undersupply

CNK,5

Increasing
undersupply

Status quo
undersupply
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The CNK,4 option was ranked first from the start and stayed there throughout the
ranking exercise. In this weighting exercise the CNK,4 option and the CNK,2 option
received the same ratings as in the aggregated model. As the best and worst
consequences for these aspects were the same for both the aggregated model and the
individual model this meant that the changes in the other aspects were considered
equal. It was agreed that moving from 7 months to 19 months as the best consequence
and moving from ‘decreasing oversupply or undersupply’ to ‘status quo undersupply’
was considered equal.
The ratings for each of the options in the swing are presented in Figure 37.

Figure 37. Individual swing weight points, Norman Kirk Courts
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Table 22. Individual swing weights, Norman Kirk Courts

Individual Swing
Disruption

Cost

Portfolio Long-term

Portfolio size & Fit for
Purpose

Demand

Ranking

Points

Coefficient

CNK,0

Until further notice

$16.7M

High impact

0 units

Increasing
undersupply

6

0

-

CNK,1

19 months

$16.7M

High impact

0 units

Increasing
undersupply

5

10

0.040

CNK,2

Until further notice

$0

High impact

0 units

Increasing
undersupply

2

60

0.240

CNK,3

Until further notice

$16.7M

Very low impact

0 units

Increasing
undersupply

3

45

0.180

CNK,4

Until further notice

$16.7M

High impact

60 HomeStar 6 /
HomeFitPLUS &
LifeMark 5 & 3

Increasing
undersupply

1

100

0.400

CNK,5

Until further notice

$16.7M

High impact

0 units

Status quo
undersupply

4

35

0.140
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5.4.5.2 Rating

Rating the levels within an aspect relate to (ii) of item 4 in section 2.1, further
described in section 2.4.1.
The consequences within each aspect were first ranked and then rated. Some of the
consequence ranges were presented to the group pre-populated with a proportional
rating where this was possible. The group then had the opportunity to agree to keep
the proportional rating or to make changes. The group consistently chose to keep the
proportional rating after some discussion.
The disruption consequences, with the exception of ‘until further notice’, was
presented with proportional scores to the group. As ‘until further notice’ was ranked
last this was assigned 0 points. The group agreed that the proportional scoring
provided a true representation of the importance of the different levels in the
individual model. The proportional scoring in the individual model was different than
that in the aggregated model due to the different ranges.

Figure 38. Rating disruption, individual model, Norman Kirk Courts

The cost ranges were scored proportionally and presented to the group. The group
agreed on proportional scoring, i.e. that the utility with respect to cost was a straight
line function, and chose to make no changes to the scores.
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Figure 39. Rating cost ($M), individual model, Norman Kirk Courts

The ranges of the consequences for the impact on portfolio long-term aspect are the
same for the aggregated model and the individual model for Norman Kirk Courts.
The ratings agreed on in the aggregated model could therefore be applied to Norman
Kirk Courts’ individual model. This required no discussion.

Figure 40. Rating impact on portfolio long-term, individual model,
Norman Kirk Courts

The utility difference between going from 60 HomeStar 6 units which are LifeMark
3 & 5 to 60 HomeStar “4” units which are LifeMark 3 & 5 is the same as going from
60 HomeStar “4” units which are LifeMark 3 & 5 to 20 HomeStar 6 units which are
LifeMark 3 & 5. The utility difference between going from 20 HomeStar 6 units which
are LifeMark 3 & 5 to 20 HomeStar “4” units which are LifeMark 3 & 5 is however
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smaller. Having 20 HomeStar 6 units which are LifeMark 3 & 5 was rated equal to 60
units which were HomeFit and LifeMark not adequate.

Figure 41. Rating portfolio size & fit for purpose, individual model,
Norman Kirk Courts

See the addendum, Table 61, for a matrix presenting the utility difference for the
portfolio size & fit for purpose aspect.
As there were only two possible consequences in the demand aspect, status quo
undersupply and increasing undersupply, these were set to 100 and 0 points
respectively. This did not require a discussion.

Figure 42. Rating demand, individual model, Norman Kirk Courts
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5.5

Multi-Criteria Decision Model Output

Decision trees were used in order to visualise the decision model output to the social
housing team in the third workshop. The decision tree visualisation enabled the
workshop attendees to understand where risk affected an option and the affect this
had on the option’s expected total utility.
The decision trees presenting the outcomes from the aggregated and individual
models together with the calculations of total utility for consequences (using the
additive utility function) can be found in the addendum.
Table 23. Ranking, Airedale Courts
Option

Ranking
Aggregated
Model

Ranking
Individual
Model

Option 1 – Do Nothing

4

2

Option 2 – Repair Low

6

6

Option 3 – Repair High

5

3

Option 4 – Demolish & Rebuild Standard Units

2

5

Option 5 – Demolish & Rebuild to Homestar 6 standards

3

4

Option 6 – Demolish & find alternative use

1

1

Ranking
Aggregated
Model

Ranking
Individual
Model

Option 1 – Do Nothing

7

7

Option 2 – Repair Low

5

5

Option 3 – Repair Medium

3

3

Option 4 – Repair High

4

4

Option 5 – Demolish & Rebuild Standard Units

2

2

Option 6 – Demolish & Rebuild to Homestar 6 standards

1

1

Option 7 – Demolish & find alternative use

6

6

Table 24. Ranking, Cecil Courts
Option
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Table 25. Ranking, Gloucester Courts
Option

Ranking
Aggregated
Model

Ranking
Individual
Model

Option 1 – Do Nothing

3

2

Option 2 – Repair Low

2

3

Option 3 – Repair High

6

5

Option 4 – Demolish & Rebuild Standard Units

4

6

Option 5 – Demolish & Rebuild to Homestar 6 standards

5

4

Option 6 – Demolish & find alternative use

1

1

Ranking
Aggregated
Model

Ranking
Individual
Model

Option 1 – Do Nothing

6

7

Option 2 – Repair

7

6

Option 3 – Demolish & Rebuild fewer standard units

2

3

Option 4 – Demolish & Rebuild fewer Homestar 6 units

1

2

Option 5 – Demolish & Rebuild Standard Units

3

5

Option 6 – Demolish & Rebuild to Homestar 6 standards

4

1

Option 7 – Demolish & find alternative use

5

4

Table 26. Ranking, Norman Kirk Courts
Option
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6 Analysis of Decision Models
6.1

Logical Consistency

As mentioned in section 3.4.1 the attendees were in workshop 2 first asked to rank
the consequences for an attribute within a decision problem before assigning scores.
Ranking instead of pairwise comparison ensures there is logical consistency. It is not
possible to rank consequences that are not transitive, if choices are not transitive the
attendees will not be able to rank them. As the attendees were able to rank the
consequences it therefore follows that there is logical consistency within the models.
Also mentioned in section 3.4.1 was that in order for the models to show logical
consistency between one another the choices also need to be logical if they are
compared. For example if in one decision problem it is agreed that x≻y then it shall
not be agreed that y≻x in another decision problem. This needs to be true for all four
decision problems as well as the aggregated model in order for logical consistency to
be true.
Cost and disruption, with the exception of the level ‘until further notice’ which is
always ranked last, are proportionally scored and are therefore logically consistent.
The logical consistency of aspects where value judgements have been made are
presented in Appendix A. It can be seen from the tables that the value judgements
made in regards to levels within aspects are logically consistent.
6.2

Preferred Options

6.2.1 Differences in Output
There are similarities and dissimilarities between the outputs of the different models.
The key findings are:
 The aggregated model and the individual models ranked the same option first
in all but one case
 The Norman Kirk Courts individual model ranked the first ranked option
from the aggregated model as the second option
 The aggregated model and the individual model for Cecil Courts gave the
same ranking for all options. This was not the case for any of the other
complexes
 None of the options ranked the same for the Norman Kirk Courts individual
model and the aggregated model
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A comparison of the output for the different models is presented in Table 27. A simple
comparison stating if the option is ranked in the same position for both the aggregated
model and the individual model is denoted with TRUE or FALSE. This gives many
FALSE readings despite the ranking position being very similar between the models,
however not precisely the same. There are more sophisticated ways of comparing two
ranking lists which would avoid this issue, for example Spearman’s ranking
correlation. However, this falls outside of the scope of this thesis and instead such
cases where the ranking is very similar will be discussed in the text.
Table 27. Ranking comparison between the aggregated model and the individual models

Aggregated Model

Individual Model

Airedale Courts
Utility
Ranking
Option Utility
Ranking Results match
1 0.528302
4
1 0.54386
2
FALSE
2 0.459675
6
2 0.362932
6
TRUE
3 0.526956
5
3 0.481211
3
FALSE
4 0.545987
2
4 0.370685
5
FALSE
5 0.543163
3
5 0.413696
4
FALSE
6 0.55248
1
6 0.634012
1
TRUE
Cecil Courts
Option Utility
Ranking
Options Utility
Ranking Results match
1 0.396226
7
1 0.351852
7
TRUE
2 0.480392
5
2 0.449206
5
TRUE
3 0.525905
3
3 0.55291
3
TRUE
4 0.511906
4
4 0.468342
4
TRUE
5 0.595272
2
5 0.559083
2
TRUE
6 0.604649
1
6 0.608466
1
TRUE
7 0.424133
6
7 0.43739
6
TRUE
Gloucester Courts
Option Utility
Ranking
Option Utility
Ranking Results match
1 0.528302
3
1 0.555556
2
FALSE
2 0.534036
2
2 0.471759
3
FALSE
3 0.472028
6
3 0.381867
5
FALSE
4 0.488141
4
4 0.352623
6
FALSE
5 0.486672
5
5 0.391975
4
FALSE
6 0.563462
1
6 0.662269
1
TRUE
Norman Kirk Courts
Option Utility
Ranking
Option Utility
Ranking Results match
1 0.396226
6
1
0.42
7
FALSE
2 0.387606
7
2 0.500862
6
FALSE
3 0.532379
2
3 0.534321
3
FALSE
4
0.5404
1
4 0.562824
2
FALSE
5 0.483825
3
5 0.524854
5
FALSE
6 0.47151
4
6
0.5718
1
FALSE
7 0.423794
5
7 0.529222
4
FALSE
Option
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For Norman Kirk Courts the first ranked option in the aggregated model is the second
ranked option in the individual model. It is clear from both models that demolishing
and rebuilding is the preferred course of action, however the number of units and to
which standard is different in the two models.
The two models have a similar output for Gloucester Courts despite not being
perfectly correlated. For example the second and third ranked options are reversed
whilst the fourth to sixth ranked options have changed places. In the case of Airedale
Courts however the ranking is, apart from the first and last ranked options,
completely different in the two models.
6.2.2 Selecting an Option
In the third workshop the output of the models were presented to the social housing
team and they were able to reflect on the output in terms of how it correlated with
what they believed the best option would be prior to seeing the results.
The social housing team were asked whether or not they would accept the first ranked
options as the recommended options to put forward to the councillors. The team was
then asked if they, if for some reason the first ranked option was no longer available,
would accept the second ranked option as the recommended option to put forward
to the councillors. The results are presented in Table 28 through to Table 35. The
justification column presents some of the discussion regarding why an option was
accepted or not accepted to give an idea of the reasoning that took place to reach
agreement.
Table 28. Aggregated model output acceptance, Airedale Courts

Aggregated
Model

Option

Rank

Accepted

Justification

1

6

Demolish &
find
alternative
use

YES

There is an oversupply in the area so any
costs are better spent somewhere else.
Demolishing still leaves the opportunity
to pursue a partnership or to utilise the
site in another way compared to the
option of do nothing where there is no
possibility to find an alternative use.

2

4

Demolish &
Rebuild
Standard
Units

YES

Demolish & rebuild standard units and
rebuilding units to a HomeStar 6
standard ranked extremely close. Either
of these options would have been
accepted, however the lower cost of the
standard units were slightly preferred
when discussed in the group.

Airedale Courts
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Table 29. Aggregated model output acceptance, Cecil Courts

Aggregated
Model

Option

Rank

Accepted

Justification

1

6

Demolish &
Rebuild to
Homestar 6
standards

YES

Rebuilding was preferred due to the low
impact on the portfolio long-term and
the undersupply in the area.

2

5

Demolish &
Rebuild
Standard
Units

YES

Demolish & rebuild standard units and
rebuilding units to a HomeStar 6
standard ranked very close. Either of
these options would have been accepted.
The lower cost of both alternatives here
meant that the HomeStar 6 standard
units were preferred as opposed to the
standard units.
The options ranked third and below were
rated much lower than the top two
options.

Cecil Courts

Table 30. Aggregated model output acceptance, Gloucester Courts

Aggregated
Model

Gloucester
Courts

Option

Rank

Accepted

Justification

1

6

Demolish &
find
alternative
use

YES

There is an oversupply in the area so any
costs are better spent somewhere else.
Demolishing still leaves the opportunity
to pursue a partnership or to utilise the
site in another way compared to the
option of do nothing where there is no
possibility to find an alternative use.

2

2

Repair Low

YES

Despite an oversupply in the area it
would be worth repairing due to the low
cost and low impact on the portfolio
long-term. Considering the high repairs
cost more and took longer despite not
making the units higher standard in terms
of being warmer, drier or more
accessible the low option is preferred to
the high.
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Table 31. Aggregated model output acceptance, Norman Kirk Courts

Aggregated
Model

Norman Kirk
Courts

Option

Rank

Justification

Accepted

1

4

Demolish &
Rebuild
fewer
Homestar 6
units

YES

There is an undersupply in the area and
rebuilding less units would add to this,
however the large cost of rebuilding all
60 units was unpalatable and so
rebuilding 20 units was seen as a good
compromise. The high impact on the
portfolio long-term was also seen as
unacceptable.

2

3

Demolish &
Rebuild
fewer
standard
units

YES

Demolish & rebuild standard units and
rebuilding units to a HomeStar 6 standard
ranked extremely close. Either of these
options would have been accepted,
however the relatively low cost of
rebuilding and small difference between
the standards meant the HomeStar 6
standard units were preferred.

Table 32. Individual model output acceptance, Airedale Courts

Individual
Model

Airedale Courts

Option

Rank

Accepted

Justification

1

6

Demolish
& find
alternative
use

YES

There is an oversupply in the area so any
costs are better spent somewhere else.
Demolishing still leaves the opportunity to
pursue a partnership or to utilise the site in
another way compared to the option of do
nothing where there is no possibility to find
an alternative use.

2

1 Do nothing

NO

This is an option that is generally disliked
due to it achieving very little (or nothing),
however at no cost. It was surprising to the
group that this was not last in the rankings.
They would under no circumstances accept
this as their recommended option, instead
have it in their report as an option which
will not be pursued. The only reason to
include it in the report is to show the
decision makers that it had been thought of
and would not be considered for
recommendation.
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Table 33. Individual model output acceptance, Cecil Courts

Individual
Model

Option

Rank

Justification

Accepted

1

6

Demolish
& Rebuild
to
Homestar
6 standards

YES

Rebuilding was preferred due to the low
impact on the portfolio long-term and the
undersupply in the area.

2

5

Demolish
& Rebuild
Standard
Units

YES

Demolish & rebuild standard units and
rebuilding units to a HomeStar 6 standard
ranked very close. Either of these options
would have been accepted. The lower cost
of both alternatives here meant that the
HomeStar 6 standard units were preferred
as opposed to the standard units.
The options ranked third and below were
rated much lower than the top two
options.

Cecil Courts

Table 34. Individual model output acceptance, Gloucester Courts

Individual
Model

Gloucester
Courts

Option

Rank

Accepted

Justification

1

6

Demolish
& find
alternative
use

YES

There is an oversupply in the area so any
costs are better spent somewhere else.
Demolishing still leaves the opportunity to
pursue a partnership or to utilise the site in
another way compared to the option of do
nothing where there is no possibility to find
an alternative use.

2

1 Do nothing

NO

This is an option that is generally disliked
due to it achieving very little (or nothing),
however at no cost. It was surprising to the
group that this was not last in the rankings.
They would under no circumstances accept
this as their recommended option, instead
have it in their report as an option which
will not be pursued. The only reason to
include it in the report is to show the
decision makers that it had been thought of
and would not be considered for
recommendation.
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Table 35. Individual model output acceptance, Norman Kirk Courts

Individual
Model

Norman Kirk
Courts

Option

Rank

Accepted

Justification

1

6

Demolish
& Rebuild
to
Homestar
6 standards

NO

Having all 60 units rebuilt to a high standard
in an area which has an undersupply is
tempting, however does not outweigh the
negatives of the high impact on the portfolio
long-term coupled with the high cost of
carrying out the option.

2

4

Demolish
& Rebuild
fewer
HomeStar
6 units

YES

There is an undersupply in the area and
rebuilding less units would add to this,
however the large cost of rebuilding all 60
units was unpalatable and so rebuilding 20
units was seen as a good compromise. The
high impact on the portfolio long-term was
also seen as unacceptable.

It can be seen in the tables that all of the options ranked first and second in the
aggregated model was accepted by the social housing team as the options they would
put as recommended options in their reports to Council for decision. In the individual
models this was however not the case. One first ranked option and two second ranked
options were not accepted. The remainder of the first ranked options, which were
accepted, were the same in both the aggregated and the individual models.
6.3

Differences in Utility of Aspects and Weight
Coefficients

A mentioned in section 2.4.3 the utility differences are measured on a ratio scale. This
means that a ratio scale can be used to compare the differences in utility values in a
meaningful manner. The sections below highlight where the workshop attendees have
made significantly different value judgements in the aggregated model compared to
the individual models, using a ratio scale for ease of comparison. Any such significantly
different value judgements are considered to be inconsistent.
6.3.1 Utility Differences in Aspect x1 – Disruption
The disruption aspect was calculated proportionally using a linear function for all but
one level; ’until further notice’, which was always rated zero points. The inclusion of
a level described with words in an aspect which is in all other parts described using
numbers could skew the proportional calculations. This can be especially true when
comparing the utility differences between the models. As the levels representing
months are calculated proportionally the interesting level to compare is ‘until further
notice’. Table 36 shows ratios for comparison. The utility differences between the
levels in the disruption aspect for all models can be found in the addendum.
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Table 36. Utility difference ratios in the Disruption aspect
Levels

Δ1υ

Model

Ratio

Aggregated

23:73

Individual

50:100

Aggregated

40:83

Individual

40:92

Aggregated

83:90

Individual

92:100

Aggregated

43:77

Individual

29:71

Aggregated

77:100

Individual

71:100

Aggregated

23:43

Individual

63:83

Aggregated

43:60

Individual

83:100

Ratios
Airedale
Courts

υ(30 months, until further notice): Δ υ(15 months/until further notice)

Δ1

1

υ(25 months, until further notice):

Δ1

Δ1

υ(12 months, until further notice):

Δ1

Δ1

Δ1

Δ1

υ(12 months, until further notice)

Cecil
Courts

υ(24 months, until further notice):

υ (10 months, until further notice)

υ (14 months, until further notice)

Gloucester
Courts

Δ1

υ (14 months, until further notice):

Norman
Kirk
Courts

Δ1

υ (7 months, until further notice)

Δ1υ(30 months, until further notice): Δ1υ(24 months, until further notice)
Δ1υ(24 months, until further notice): Δ1υ (19 months, until further notice)

Most of the ratios differ between the aggregated model and the individual model.
Most differences are relatively small, however the ratio difference in going from 30
months to until further notice and 15 months to until further notice is slightly larger
with the aggregated model being close to 1:3 and the individual model being 1:2.
Table 37. Ratio test outcome, disruption aspect, Airedale Courts
Original
Ranking
Individual

New
Ranking

Original
Ranking
Aggregated

Option 1 – Do Nothing

2

2

4

Option 2 – Repair Low

6

5

6

Option 3 – Repair High

3

3

5

Option 4 – Demolish & Rebuild Standard Units

5

6

2

Option 5 – Demolish & Rebuild to Homestar 6
standards

4

4

3

Option 6 – Demolish & find alternative use

1

1

1

Airedale Courts Ratio Test

Changing the disruption ratio in the individual model to a ratio more similar to that
of the aggregated model only changed the two bottom rankings. Option 2 – repair
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low was the worst option before the alterations were made and option 4 – demolish
& rebuild standard units was the worst option after. The changes did not significantly
change the rankings and the ranking is still relatively different compared to the
aggregated model.
6.3.2 Utility Differences in Aspect x2 – Cost
The utility of the cost aspect was calculated proportionally using a linear function and
there is therefore no ratio differences within this aspect. This holds true for the
aggregated model as well as the four individual models. No further analysis was
required for this aspect.
6.3.3 Utility Differences in Aspect x3 – Portfolio Long-term
The levels and the scoring in the aggregated model and the Norman Kirk Courts
individual model are identical and so are the individual models for Airedale Courts
and Cecil Courts. There is either no difference or very little difference between the
aggregated model and individual models’ ratios for this aspect.
Table 38. Portfolio long-term aspect ratios

Δ3υ Ratios
Airedale Courts
Cecil Courts
Gloucester
Courts

Levels

Δ3υ(low, medium): Δ3υ (very low, medium)
No meaningful ratio comparison can be made with only two levels

Δ3υ(low, high): Δ3υ (very low, high)
Δ3υ(medium, high): Δ3υ ( low, high)

Norman Kirk
Courts

Δ3υ(medium, high): Δ3υ(very low, high)

Model

Ratio

Aggregated

35:60

Individual

60:100

-

-

Aggregated

75:100

Individual

60:100

Aggregated

40:75

Individual

40:75

Aggregated

40:100

Individual

40:100

6.3.4 Utility Differences in Aspect x4 – Portfolio Size & Fit for Purpose
The utility differences in the portfolio size and fit for purpose aspect can be found in
the addendum. Ratios between different levels compared between the aggregated
model and the individual models are presented in Table 39.
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Table 39. Portfolio size & fit for purpose aspect ratios

Δ4υ Ratios

Airedale
Courts

Cecil Courts

Gloucester
Courts

Norman Kirk
Courts

Levels

Model

Ratio

Δ4υ (42 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 42 HomeStar "4" LifeMark):
Δ4υ (42 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 42 HomeFit no LIfeMark)

Aggregated

5:55

Individual

20:50

Δ4υ(42 HomeStar "4" LifeMark, 42 HomeFit no LifeMark):
Δ4υ(42 HomeStar "4" LifeMark, 0 units poss. partnership)

Aggregated

50:70

Individual

30:50

Δ4υ(42 HomeFit no LifeMark, 0 units poss. Partnership):
Δ4υ(42 HomeFit no LifeMark, 42 no HomeFit no LifeMark)

Aggregated

20:22.5

Individual

20:40

Δ4υ(0 units poss. Partnership, 42 no HomeFit no LifeMark):
Δ4υ(0 units poss. Partnership, 0 units)

Aggregated

2.5:10

Individual

20:30

Δ4υ(20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 20 HomeStar "4" LifeMark):
Δ4υ(20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 20 HomeFit no LifeMark)

Aggregated

5:40

Individual

20:50

Δ4υ(20 HomeStar "4" LifeMark, 20 HomeFit no LifeMark):
Δ4υ(20 HomeStar "4" LifeMark, 0 units poss. partnership)

Aggregated

35:45

Individual

30:50

Δ4υ(20 HomeFit no LifeMark, 0 units poss. Partnership):
Δ4υ(20 HomeFit no LifeMark, 20 no HomeFit no LifeMark)

Aggregated

10:17.5

Individual

20:40

Δ4υ(0 units poss. Partnership, 20 no HomeFit no LifeMark):
Δ4υ(0 units poss. Partnership, 0 units)

Aggregated

7.5:10

Individual

20:30

Δ4υ(20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 20 HomeStar "4" LifeMark):
Δ4υ(20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 20 HomeFit no LifeMark)

Aggregated

5:40

Individual

20:50

Δ4υ(20 HomeStar "4" LifeMark, 20 HomeFit no LifeMark):
Δ4υ(20 HomeStar "4" LifeMark, 0 units poss. partnership)

Aggregated

35:45

Individual

30:50

Δ4υ(20 HomeFit no LifeMark, 0 units poss. Partnership):
Δ4υ(20 HomeFit no LifeMark, 0 units)

Aggregated

10:20

Individual

20:50

Δ4υ(60 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 60 HomeStar "4" LifeMark):
Δ4υ(60 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark)

Aggregated

5:40

Individual

20:40

Δ4υ(60 HomeStar "4" LifeMark, 20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark):
Δ4υ(60 HomeStar "4" LifeMark, 20 HomeStar "4" LifeMark)

Aggregated

35:40

Individual

20:30

Δ4υ(20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 20 HomeStar "4" LifeMark):
Δ4υ(20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 60 HomeFit no LifeMark)

Aggregated

5:20

Individual

10:10

Δ4υ(20 HomeStar "4" LifeMark, 60 HomeFit no LifeMark):
Δ4υ(20 HomeStar "4" LifeMark, 0 units poss. partnership)

Aggregated

15:45

Individual

0:20

Δ4υ(60 HomeFit no LifeMark, 0 units poss. Partnership):
Δ4υ(60 HomeFit no LifeMark, 0 units)

Aggregated

30:40

Individual

20:50
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There are some significant ratio differences when comparing the aggregated model
and the individual model in terms of the portfolio size & fit for purpose aspect.
Significance is determined in relation to the ratio differences for all comparisons and
not by a set ratio difference. Each individual model ratio for going from the best level
to the second best level and from the best level to the third best level differ
significantly from the ratios in the aggregated model. Table 40 presents the significant
ratio differences. The ratios have here been altered to the same baseline for each
differential for ease of comparison.
Table 40. Significant differences in ratios, portfolio size & fit for purpose aspect
Size & Fit
for Purpose
Ratios

Levels

Model

Ratio

Δ4υ(42 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 42 HomeStar "4" LifeMark):
Δ4υ(42 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 42 HomeFit no LifeMark)

Aggregated

5:110

Individual

44:110

Δ4υ(0 units poss. Partnership, 42 no HomeFit no LifeMark):
Δ4υ(0 units poss. Partnership, 0 units)

Aggregated

6:24

Individual

16:24

Δ4υ(20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 20 HomeStar "4" LifeMark):
Δ4υ(20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 20 HomeFit no LifeMark)

Aggregated

Cecil Courts

2:16

Individual

2:5

Gloucester
Courts

Δ4υ(20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 20 HomeStar "4" LifeMark):
Δ4υ(20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 20 HomeFit no LifeMark)

Aggregated

10:80

Individual

32:80

Δ4υ(60 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 60 HomeStar "4" LifeMark):
Δ4υ(60 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark)

Aggregated

1:8

Individual

4:8

Δ4υ(20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 20 HomeStar "4" LifeMark):
Δ4υ(20 HomeStar 6 LifeMark, 60 HomeFit no LifeMark)

Aggregated

1:4

Individual

4:4

Airedale
Courts

Norman Kirk
Courts

If the ratios of the utility differences are changed in the individual models for levels
within aspect x4, portfolio size & fit for purpose, to the same proportions as in the
aggregated model we get a different outcome to compare. The adjusted outcome is
presented in Table 41.
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Table 41. Ranking comparison between the aggregated model and the individual models, ratio
changes for levels within aspect x4

Aggregated Model
Option

Option

Option

Option

Individual Model
Airedale Courts
Utility
Ranking
Option Utility
Ranking Results match
1 0.528302
4
1 0.54386
2
FALSE
2 0.459675
6
2 0.358804
6
TRUE
3 0.526956
5
3 0.429612
3
FALSE
4 0.545987
2
4 0.42022
4
FALSE
5 0.543163
3
5 0.413696
5
FALSE
6 0.55248
1
6 0.570029
1
TRUE
Cecil Courts
Utility
Ranking
Options Utility
Ranking Results match
1 0.396226
7
1 0.351852
7
TRUE
2 0.480392
5
2 0.427601
4
FALSE
3 0.525905
3
3 0.491182
3
TRUE
4 0.511906
4
4 0.406614
5
FALSE
5 0.595272
2
5 0.602293
2
TRUE
6 0.604649
1
6 0.608466
1
TRUE
7 0.424133
6
7 0.388007
6
TRUE
Gloucester Courts
Utility
Ranking
Option Utility
Ranking Results match
1 0.528302
3
1 0.555556
2
FALSE
2 0.534036
2
2 0.410031
3
FALSE
3 0.472028
6
3 0.320139
6
TRUE
4 0.488141
4
4 0.395833
4
TRUE
5 0.486672
5
5 0.391975
5
TRUE
6 0.563462
1
6 0.612886
1
TRUE
Norman Kirk Courts
Utility
Ranking
Option Utility
Ranking Results match
1 0.396226
6
1
0.42
7
FALSE
2 0.387606
7
2 0.460862
5
FALSE
3 0.532379
2
3 0.554321
4
FALSE
4
0.5404
1
4 0.562824
3
FALSE
5 0.483825
3
5 0.584854
1
FALSE
6 0.47151
4
6
0.5718
2
FALSE
7 0.423794
5
7 0.449222
6
FALSE

Bringing the ratios within aspect x4 to the same levels as the aggregated model has for
Gloucester Courts given a higher correlation between the outputs of the two models.
The options ranked second and third are however still reversed, as they were
originally. The changes did however decrease the difference in total utility for the
options which suggests improvements to the correlation has still been made despite
the ranking of the options still being reversed.
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There was perfect correlation between the two models in the case of Cecil Courts
before the changes were made to ratios in aspect x4. When the ratios are changed the
fourth and fifth ranked option switched places. It can be argued that the lower ranked
the option is the less likely it is that it would be selected and therefore the lower
ranked options are not as important to have correlation between. With that in mind
the differences can be considered admissible.
For Norman Kirk Courts the result is somewhat more similar after the adjustment,
however not to a significant extent. This suggests there might be an issue with the
weight coefficient which is causing the discrepancy. There is a similar issue in the case
of Airedale Courts where there was very little correlation between the output of the
two models before and after the adjustment to ratios within aspect x4.
Changing the ratios of the levels in aspect x4 in the individual model for Cecil Courts
to align with the aggregated model had little impact on the outcome and thus the ratio
differences are in this case of no real significance. For Gloucester Courts the changes
have improved the correlation between the ranking of the options in the two models,
however there remains a discrepancy between the two models for the second and
third ranked option.
In the case of Airedale Courts and Norman Kirk Courts however large discrepancies
can still be seen between the two models after the ratio changes were made. This
suggests there is something else, apart from the ratio differences, causing the
differences, such as the weight coefficient assigned to option c4 in the swing.
Adjusting the weight coefficient for option c4 in the individual models for Airedale
Courts and Norman Kirk Courts brings more alignment to the outputs between the
aggregated and the individual models. Lowering the coefficient in the Norman Kirk
model by adjusting the assigned points from 100 to 80 and increasing it in the Airedale
model from 100 to 150 provides close to perfect alignment in output. For Norman
Kirk Courts the two options ranked last are the only two which are not aligned. As
mentioned before this difference can be considered admissible.
The new correlation is the same for Airedale Courts with the difference being the
non-correlated rankings are the options ranked second and third which is more
significant than in the case of Norman Kirk Courts. However, there is a significantly
closer correlation in the rankings after increasing the weight coefficient. If the
coefficient is increased further the rankings change significantly and the first ranked
option change as well as the fifth ranked option moves up to third place.
The result of the changes to rating the options in the swing for c 4 suggest that the even
trades that were decided on between cost and portfolio size & fit for purpose for
Airedale Courts and Norman Kirk Courts in sections 5.4.2.1 and 5.4.5.1 were in fact
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not even trades. The even trade suggested for Cecil Courts in section 5.4.3.1 however
seems to hold true as no adjustment in rating of option c 4 was required.
Table 42. Ranking comparison between the aggregated model and the individual models, ratio
changes for levels within aspect x4 and changes to the weight coefficient for option c4

Aggregated Model

Individual Model

Airedale Courts
Option Utility
Ranking
Option
1 0.528302
4
2 0.459675
6
3 0.526956
5
4 0.545987
2
5 0.543163
3
6 0.55248
1
Norman Kirk Courts
Option Utility
Ranking
Option
1 0.396226
6
2 0.387606
7
3 0.532379
2
4
0.5404
1
5 0.483825
3
6 0.47151
4
7 0.423794
5

1
2
3
4
5
6

Utility
Ranking Results match
0.476923
4
TRUE
0.325503
6
TRUE
0.420175
5
TRUE
0.484338
3
FALSE
0.485856
2
FALSE
0.514351
1
TRUE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Utility
Ranking Results match
0.456522
7
FALSE
0.466155
6
FALSE
0.554697
2
TRUE
0.559592
1
TRUE
0.553102
3
TRUE
0.534566
4
TRUE
0.479589
5
TRUE

6.3.5 Utility Differences in Aspect x5 – Demand
The utility differences in the demand aspect can be found in the addendum. All four
of the individual models only have two levels. Comparing ratio differences is therefore
not meaningful and has not been carried out for the demand aspect.
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7 Discussion
The applicability of the aggregated model could be considered high as it was seen to
be logically consistent and the rank reversal phenomena was not present. The output
was also accepted by the social housing team, not just the first ranked option but the
second as well. The individual models had a different output and the social housing
team did not accept this output where it differed from the output of the aggregated
model. The applicability of the individual models can therefore be questioned. The
individual models were only created in order to increase the analysis capability when
determining the applicability of the aggregated model and thus the applicability of the
individual models are of less relevance. As individual models are more commonly
used in decision making than an aggregated model it was useful to analyse what the
differences were and what caused these differences.
Applying the aggregated model on the four social housing complexes and receiving an
output which is accepted by the social housing team suggests the aggregated model
can be used for future decision problems of the same kind. The future decision
problems do however need to be within the set level ranges of the aspects in order
for the model to be applicable. Any ranges beyond what is currently in the aggregated
model would require new scoring and weighting and thus the creation of a new
model. Since the aggregated model is transparent regarding utility assignments and
trade-offs, it is possible to use it as a ‘live model’ with adjustment being made to it
when required. If this is to be the case it is important to remember that weighting and
rating may need to be carried out again, depending on what the changes are.
The output was accepted by the social housing team but has yet to be presented to the
councillors which are the decision makers. The intention at the beginning of the thesis
project was to involve the decision makers in all three workshops, however due to
unforeseen circumstances this did not go ahead. Not involving the councillors in all
of the workshops can have had an impact on the ranking and even if the ranking was
the same they might be more reluctant to accept it when they were not part of the
process which led to the results. As highlighted by Keeney & von Winterfeldt (2007,
p 246 & 248) the involvement of the decision makers is important as it increases their
willingness to act on the outcome. In order to fully test the acceptance of the output
the ranking of the options would need to be presented to the councillors. This is
suggested to be carried out as further research outside of this thesis.
Due to the differences in the output of the models the usefulness of the aggregated
model can be questioned. The consequences, in terms of the aggregated models
usefulness, can be considered limited due to the acceptance of the output by the social
housing team. The consequence for the individual models however could be that they
have low applicability until changes are made to correct the issues. Analysis suggested
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that the main issues in the individual models were related to the scoring of the
portfolio size & fit for purpose aspect (x 4) and the weighting of option c4 in the swing.
The issues were most prominent in the case of Airedale Courts and Norman Kirk
Courts.
The comparisons carried out between the aggregated and individual models have
shown that it is difficult to be consistent when applying value judgements to decision
problems. When the decision was made to create both aggregated and individual
models it was believed that if there was a difference in output the output of the
individual models would be preferred. This was based on individual models being the
most common use of decision models as previously mentioned. Based on the results
of the validation of the models it can now be questioned whether the individual
models were required for analysis or not. They would most likely have been more
useful from an analysis perspective if their outputs were preferred to that of the
aggregated model.
The disruption aspect (x1) did have discrepancies in terms of how the ratings
compared between the different models, however adjusting these to more similar
ratios did not significantly alter the ranking of the options and could therefore be
disregarded. It was also found that swinging the aspect of impact on the portfolio longterm to high was the only instance where the c 3 option was ranked higher. There were
no significant ratio differences between the models for this aspect and so this can be
discounted from having an effect on the discrepancies between the models. It does
however highlight that vigilance should be applied when handling aspects which levels
are partly made up of numbers and partly of descriptions.
There were significant ratio differences within the x 4 aspect, portfolio size & fit for
purpose, when comparing the aggregated model to the individual models. Adjusting
the ratios in the individual models to the ratios of the aggregated model in large
brought the outputs of the individual models closer to that of the aggregated model
however not enough to receive the output which was accepted in the aggregated
model.
Keeping the changes made to the ratios of aspect x 4 as well as adjusting the weighting
for option ci,4 for the individual models did give a closer correlation between outputs.
This suggests that the weights were not sufficiently changed when the ranges in the
aspect levels changed. If this analysis could have taken place in real time and further
trade-off questions been asked in regards to these differences the issues could have
been resolved in the workshop. This was however not possible due to time constraints
but is worth keeping in mind for future development of decision models.
As mentioned in section 2.2, Keeney & von Winterfeldt (2007, p 246) found that
pointing out inconsistencies in values gives the decision makers an understanding of
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the importance of clarifying their values. This has shown to increase their willingness
to participate. It is likely that the development of decision models always have time
constraints due to one reason or another. Asking ‘all the right questions’ is unlikely
to be possible due to this but the more analysis and corrections that can be made
within the given timeframe the better. This will give a more accurate outcome of the
models in terms of output acceptance.
Through the analysis that was able to be done in real time trade-off questions were
asked and inconsistencies in values were pointed out that did lead to changes being
made to the rating and weighting of all models. These seemed, at least for the
aggregated model, to lead to a better outcome, i.e. the output was accepted. The
trade-off questions are likely to have increased the applicability for the individual
models as well, however further questions needed to be asked in order to reach the
outcome of the aggregated model as mentioned above.
In hind-sight it is possible to say that perhaps attempting to create 5 multi-criteria
decision models in the short time that was available with decision makers and the
social housing team was too much. Perhaps if the focus was only on the aggregated
model more trade-off questions could have been asked which would have improved
the output. By not creating the individual models some analysis capability would
however have been lost. Due to the aggregated model’s output being more accepted
than that of the individual models this loss of analysis capability can be considered to
be limited. Should it however have been the other way around the individual models
would have added much more analysis value. When beginning the case study it was
difficult to know that this would be the case and the outcome can be considered as
rather surprising considering individual models tend to be the usual preference in
decision making.
The trade-off questions and pointing out inconsistencies in values that was able to be
carried out seemed to not only increase the applicability of the models but also to
increase engagement by the workshop attendees which in turn could have further
increased the applicability and buy-in of the model and the acceptance of the output.
There were a couple of decisions in regards to how the models were built that might
have led to some issues. It is hard to tell if they did and if so to what extent. No analysis
was carried out in regards to these decisions, however are worth mentioning.
Specifying alternatives was listed as item 3 in section 2.1, following item 1 – defining
objectives and item 2 – selecting attributes. The options which were used in the
decision models were pre-determined in previous reports and this could have had an
impact as the ‘best’ decision might not have been one of the options that were
provided. Should the objectives and attributes have been defined prior to the options
then perhaps other options would have been considered in light of this. It is hard to
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know what impact this had without further analysis which lies outside of the scope of
this thesis.
A decision was also made when selecting the aspects, specifically in terms of how the
disruption aspect (x1) would be measured. It was decided to disregard the number of
tenants which would be affected by the disruption. The councillors felt that as long as
it was more than a handful of tenants the exact number did not matter to the same
extent as how many units there were to a specific standard after an option had been
carried out (x4). This can have had an impact on the output of the models, however
seeing as the aggregated model’s output was accepted this might not have been of any
significance.
Overall, the analysis carried out suggest the aggregated model has high applicability.
With some further trade-off questions asked of the social housing team, which were
highlighted in the analysis which took place after the workshops, the individual models
could have high applicability as well, however more work is required. This is of lesser
importance as the aggregated model has high applicability and is suggested for
continued use for future decision problems within the ranges given in the model.
Should either the aggregated or individual models be used to make decisions regarding
social housing asset interventions at Christchurch City Council the output of the
chosen model would need to be considered as linked decisions. Linked decisions were
put out of scope of this thesis due to time constraints, however as the decisions are all
funded from a finite financial source they cannot be made in isolation. This is
suggested as further research to be carried out at a later stage.
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8 Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to undertake a case study where a multi criteria decision
model was used to make decisions regarding asset interventions for four social housing
complexes at Christchurch City Council which are similar in terms of issues and
options to correct the issues. An aggregated decision model and four individual
models were created. The individual models were created in order to increase the
analysis capability when determining the applicability of the aggregated model and its
possible use for future decision problem of the same nature as those in the case study.
The analysis carried out suggested that the applicability of the aggregated model could
be considered high as it was seen to be logically consistent, the rank reversal
phenomena was not present and the output was accepted by the social housing team.
It is also transparent in terms of the value judgements which have been applied to it,
including how utility differences compare with one another within an aspect as well
as between aspects (inter- and intra-factorial comparisons).
Applying the aggregated model on the four social housing complexes and receiving an
output which is accepted by the social housing team suggests the aggregated model
can be used for future decision problems of the same kind, i.e. within the set level
ranges of the aspects. It is possible to use the aggregated model for decision problems
with levels sitting outside of the model’s ranges, however if this is to be the case it is
important to remember that weighting and rating will need to be carried out again,
thus repeating some of the steps of creating a model.
The individual models had a different output and the social housing team did not
accept this output where it differed from the output of the aggregated model. The
applicability of the individual models can therefore be questioned. This is of less
importance in this study as the main objective was to create an aggregated model and
test its applicability.
Creating the individual models, which tends to be the traditional way of creating
decision models, provided the ability to compare the output to the aggregated model.
Should the output of the individual models have been accepted and not those of the
aggregated model conclusions could have been drawn regarding the aggregated model
possibly having low applicability. This was however not the case. Reasons as to why
the individual models’ output was not accepted are discussed in section 7. As
mentioned in the previous section the value of creating the individual models can be
questioned due to the results of the analysis of the models, i.e. the aggregated model’s
output being accepted and not the output of the individual models.
In the discussion section of this thesis some suggestions for future research was
highlighted. Firstly, it is suggested that future research be carried out in terms of the
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acceptance of the output by the decision makers. The decision makers were unable to
attend the weighting and rating workshop as well as the workshop analysing the
output. This was instead done by the decision makers’ advisors. It would be
interesting to see if the output would be accepted by the decision makers despite them
not taking part in these workshops.
Secondly, it would be of interest to carry out further research regarding the creation
of options. In this case study the options were pre-determined. According to the list
by Herath & Prato (2016, p 5) presented in section 2.1 specifying the alternatives
should be carried out after the selection of attributes. Without further analysis it is
difficult to know whether this had an impact on the outcome or not.
Lastly, it is suggested that further research be carried out in regards to the decision
models as part of linked decisions. The decisions being linked will have a large impact
on which options can actually be chosen for each social housing complex. The
acceptance of the output of the models might change if they are considered as linked
decisions. It is suggested that this research is carried out before the decision models
are applied to any decisions.
If a similar case study is to be carried out, it is suggested that the individual models
are only created if the output of the aggregated model is not accepted. Creating
individual models are the traditional way of utilising decision models and can
therefore be used to validate and make changes to the aggregated model, should the
output of such model not be accepted by the decision makers. In this case study the
output of the aggregated model was accepted and thus the individual models added
little value, especially considering the time commitment of such an exercise.
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Appendix A - Tables for Logical Consistency
Table 43. Logical consistency, portfolio long-term aspect

Logical
Consistency

Portfolio longterm

Model

Logical
Consistency

Aggregated

very low ≻ low ≻ medium ≻ high

Airedale Courts
Individual
Cecil Courts
Individual
Gloucester Courts
Individual
Norman Kirk
Courts Individual

very low ≻ low ≻ medium
very low ≻ low

YES

very low ≻ low ≻ medium
very low ≻ low ≻ medium ≻ high

Table 44. Logical consistency, portfolio size & fit for purpose aspect

Logical
Consistency

Model

Aggregated

Size & fit for
purpose

Airedale
Courts
Individual

Cecil Courts
Individual

Gloucester
Courts
Individual

Norman
Kirk Courts
Individual

Logical
Consistency
60 HomeStar 6 & LifeMark ≻
60 Homestar ”4” & LifeMark ≻
42 HomeStar 6 & LifeMark ≻
42 Homestar ”4” & LifeMark ≻
20 HomeStar 6 & LifeMark ≻
20 Homestar ”4” & LifeMark ≻
60 HomeFit & LifeMark not adequate ≻
42 HomeFit & LifeMark not adequate ≻
20 HomeFit & LifeMark not adequate ≻
0 units partnership possibility ≻
42 HomeFit not adequate & LifeMark not adequate ≻
20 HomeFit not adequate & LifeMark not adequate ≻
0 units
42 HomeStar 6 & LifeMark ≻
42 Homestar ”4” & LifeMark ≻
42 HomeFit & LifeMark not adequate ≻
0 units partnership possibility ≻
42 HomeFit not adequate & LifeMark not adequate ≻ 0 units
20 HomeStar 6 & LifeMark ≻
20 Homestar ”4” & LifeMark ≻
20 HomeFit & LifeMark not adequate ≻
0 units partnership possibility ≻
20 HomeFit not adequate & LifeMark not adequate ≻
0 units
20 HomeStar 6 & LifeMark ≻
20 Homestar ”4” & LifeMark ≻
20 HomeFit & LifeMark not adequate ≻
0 units partnership possibility ≻
0 units
60 HomeStar 6 & LifeMark ≻
60 Homestar ”4” & LifeMark ≻
20 HomeStar 6 & LifeMark ≻
20 Homestar ”4” & LifeMark ≻
60 HomeFit & LifeMark not adequate ≻
0 units partnership possibility ≻
0 units

A1

YES

Table 45. Logical consistency, demand aspect
Logical
Consistency

Model
Aggregated

Demand

Airedale Courts
Individual
Cecil Courts
Individual
Gloucester Courts
Individual
Norman Kirk
Courts Individual

Logical
Consistency

decreasing oversupply or undersupply ≻ status quo oversupply ∼
status quo undersupply ≻ increasing oversupply or undersupply
decreasing oversupply ≻ status quo oversupply
status quo undersupply ≻ increasing undersupply
decreasing oversupply ≻ status quo oversupply
status quo undersupply ≻ increasing undersupply

A2

YES

